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C. B. nATCHTIRD
rinal Chairman of CC,L21", Board of Directors

It is with heavy heart that I be':in to write the introduction to the

firal report on =FL. Tihi-e an avid particil:ant in the Center's activities from

its be7,iLnin, it was not until the declining years that I served in any official

capacity with the Center. It was a heart-rendinL: decision for the Board in

December, 11'67 to put ths whoels in motion that would result in the termination

of the Center in the fall of 19(a. The decision was made more difficult because

of the great capability and extreme dedication of the staff.

ThLs report is in the best tradition of the CSLEA activities and public-

ations. In s?ite of the author's high degree of personal involvement, the report

is objecti-!e 41:1d hard-Ititting. The Center has obviously been an important force

in higher ehicat!on. It puehed :or liberal education at a time when most other

forces in contivertg edunation ware stressing very tangible economic goals. The

fact that a reasoe rlx has been achieved is a very high t:.:eto the Center.

A c.lestion no one has really answered is why the CSLEA could not secure

funds to continue in fact of its aeunwledged success. The comments made to the

Chairman of the Board - peecaps more significant those not made - suggest three

reasons for suppo::t not being fortIteoming:

1. The .p_rclleln.sity_of_fo:nde.tAnns_t_o_
drop_aulnort of existinl_activities

and move to_raTi nrnjcs.ts. TL!r. policy has many good features; it allows them to

start m-1-17 activitf.c 711..W1 -eaya of obtaining financial support if they

prove roile. Te -77E11:_v2ls (3! this policy shows up when there is a project

hicu ha3 o chae o2 7Acitnl.ng other financial support even if successful. The

CSLEA falls in t12.s category. Liberal education of an exIlerimental nature and

when the cond-ccing organization works largely through other income receiving

in3titeticn1 cnnnot beccr-e aelf-ruppm.ting and maintain its original goals. The

Staff and Board ccnetdered several plans which would have produced income sufficient

to keep CS= alive; but they !l'ou:d hrve completely changed the purpose and nature

of Coe organi:mtion cad hence wrYze rejected by Staff and Board.

Z. 71:z exp.anded role.of the federal zovernment_in adult education. The

federal establishment is spending billions of dollars for adult education. This

lends many private interests to the conclusion that their help is not needed. Again

a generalization is damaging to an effort such as CSLEA. Mile very large resources

are available for contiv.lin3 ed.:cation, they are directed largely to achieving

very specific ectrr'n:le and scnial goals and liberal education is not one of these.

3. An Antreasd mmlber _of adult education .nraanizations jaind .increased

strengtk. nf_some .exist.i.na ones. Continuing higher education has become big business

and many institutions and organizations want a part of the action. CSLEA started

operating almost in a vacuttat; and while no one else is doing the specific job it

set for itself, there are ncw many similar type agencies. Many are looking for

support from tha variety of sources.

The staff is now dispersnd and the function of the Center dropped or

taken aver by others. nose who served with and for the Center should feel great

satisfaction at havIng hel-:)ed me-e a lasting contribution to higher education

and contin-ting education in pa:ticular.
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im?lications and doubts: What had the Center done wroni;? What had it failed

to do? Was the demise of CSIZA nn indication of strong forces of anti-liber-

alism or xas it an indicatim of the fact that all orivate foundation and fed-

eral funds were ;.oin3 in other directions? !Thy didn't CSLE4 shift its focus

to deal primarily with such proLlers as inner-city or race and thus qualify for

the increasing funds available for 7roorams in these areas?



I. CSLEA CnAPG7 AGEUT

Implicit in the statement of the pur-,-,ose and goal of CSLEA during most

of its existence is the idea that it was an institution which was attempting to

change the concepts, philosophy and actions of institutions of higher education

in regard to continuing eeucation and especially, continuing liberal education.

Early in its history, the unchanginf; purpose of the Center became "to help Amer-

ican higher education institutions develop -reater effectiveness and a deeper

sense of res?onsibility for the liberal education of adults." This implied that

it was the task of the Center to bring about specific and identifiable changes

in the extension, evening collee and continuing education arms of colleges

and universities.

It is important, therefore, to examine how the Center, as an institu-

tion, functioned to bring about these changes and to understand the kind of

institution that it was at different staes of development.

Tlapple, in his history of CSLEA, identified three specific periods in

the growth and activities of the Center. He calls the first phase, from 1951

to 1955, the period of study and reflection; the second phase, from 1956 through

1961, the period of operation and reflection (when the Center was truly a "quasi-

independent' orr;anization); and the third phase, from 1962 until it's termination,

an operational period combined with a search for a new synthesis and for support

and continuation.

looking at the same periods in broad terms, I view them first, as the

period of search for relevance and purpose; second, as a period of involvement,

innovation, and influence; and third, as a period of diversification, staff

consolidation and shrinking budget.
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A. 1951-55. Search for relevance and Purlose

The first period, 1951-55, was a time when the field of higher contin-

uing education was somewhat stunned and amazed at the comparatively vast amounts

of money which were available for study and examination of liberal adult educa-

tion. It was a time when the field was trying to find out what CSLE: was really

about, and the members of the staff were seeking a way of implementing the core

?urpose. As Mipple mentions, they were tryirm to understand the present status

of the field - who made the decisions and called the shots, what they key prob-

lems were and what CSLEA could do to deal with the problems that impeded the

L,,rowth of liberal education for adults. During this period many people were

involved in the shaping of purpose and program for the Center - adult education

and interested scholars from other disciplines
partici?ated in this process of

study and reflection. The staff was a highly imaginative one and it was a

fluid and changik; staff which then provided for the instant injection of new

and fresh ideas into the thinkilv of CSLEA. The climate of CSLEA was one of

search and innovation. The excitement of searching for a purpose and a pro-

gram was heightened by the availability of generous financial support from

the Fund for Adult Education. The Center operated with the comforting know-

ledge that it could count on FAE for core support of the staff and for exper-

imental projects as well.

It was not all smooth sailing, however. This first period was also one

in which the field vms not quite certain what CSLEA was trying to do (nor was

the staff of the Center). It was a time when some leaders in the field were

suspicious of CSLEA influence and were concerned lest CSLEA usurp the tradi-

tional leadership of the official organizations in the field. As a result the

Center was obliged to work extremely closely, at first with AVEC and later
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with NUEL as well to offset these fears and to ensure that these in
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study

of liberal education for adults. The one best method was

ion, based on the development of intellectually sound discussion

Because of the dedication of the parent Fund for Adult Education to the

discussion method, the Center devoted considerable time, ener3y and money
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rhirin:; the first few years to developitv study-discussion guides. Experimen-

tal programs were set up in various institutions along these lines. Study-

guides instructors' manuals were developed in a number of areas includinj

art, community development, world affairs, literature, science, and history.

Faculty members from various universities, as well as core CSLEA staff contri-

buted to the project and a number of excellent publications emerjed. But ef-

forts to have evenith; colleges adopt these study-discussion programs for use

in their continuim; education programs were somewhat less than successfull

Only a very few evening collees actually utilized any of the ten guides dev-

eloped and published by CSLEA during its first four or five years of operation.

Uell before 1955, the members of the Center Staff and Board realized

that they did not have THE method and, as a matter of fact, shortly after it

was set up questions were raised in CSLEA as to whether the discussion method

anl discussion guides were indeed the answer to tit: liberal education of adults.

Nevertheless, durin:; this initial period faculty members, deans of extension

and some college administrators were beginning to worry that CSLEA seemed de-

termined to sell them one specific method and various sets of materials to

implement this method.

Actually there was no need for this apprehension. At the same time

the Center was testing its earliest discussion guides, John Dickhoff and his

staff were beginninL; what was to be the first of a number of major studies of

high adult education. The findings, published in 1953 as Patterns ofIlberal

Education in the Evenine, Collue, emphasized the need for a broad attack on

many fronts. The study left no question in the minds of the CSLEL Board and

staff that a variety of approaches and diverse methods were required if they

10. '154.34
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were tn have any influence on the field of hi,;her education. Thus, as described

in Tlhipple, attempts were made to deal directly with the faculty throwgh a series

of Faculty-seminars; meetins were held with the administration; conferences were

held to ,.;et ideas and to stimulate the thinking of the 2ractitioners in the field;

and intensive studies were made to more clearly identify the practices, attitudes,

and Tlroblems of the evening co1le7es and extension divisions. By the end of the

first period, althouA there was no chane in the ultimate coal of CSLEA, there

was e,eneral a3reement that the way to achieve it was to work with and through

the key-leaders (the 3ate-keepers, in the field) to charre attitudes, under

standings and practice regardimj, many aspects of continuing education rather

than to sell one specific method or approach.

In addition, by 1955 or 1956, there was an emerging understandik; of

the kind of institution the Center should be in order to stimulate universities

and colleges to develop a greater feelin:, of concern for the liberal educution

of adults. It was at this tine that the inlredients of a 'quasi-independent

organization" which the Center had become by 1956 were identified and spelled

out. Commentitv upon a staff paper, which identified CSLEA as a "quasi-indepen-

dent organization", !Ihipple writes in his history:

It was dependent upon the AUEC (and later iTUE:.) and its member

institutions to get its ideas and materials tried out in the

field and thus could not ijnore the environment in which the

evenirk; colleje (and extension division) operated. At the

same time it had another source of financial support which made

policy and direction independent of the evening colleges (and

extension divisions). In a like manner the Center was denen-

dent on FAE for financial support and by imlication limited

to a concern for liberal education, but it was indenendent

of the Fund in terms of its specific policies and directions

which had to reflect the evening college (and extension) sit-

uation.

In other words at that time the Center's relationship to the field was

one of healthy tension between the Center and the Fund and between the Center



and the evenin; colleges and extension divisions.

By the end of this first period, devoted to a searcn for relevance and

;urpose, both the Center Board and staff acce,)ted the fact that its operation

as a "quasi-independent organization" was crucial to its success at the same

time, it was tacitly admitted that the 'quasi-independence was dependent upon

four factors: a clear-cut mandate and sense of purpose; a generous source of

funds; well-nourished roots in the field; and an active and imaginative staff.

B. 1956-62: Involvement,. Innovation and Influence

As the History of the Center points out, the staff and Bnard and its

funding organization, FAE had pretty well accepted the role of a "quasi-inde-

pendent organization by 1956. The early period of study and reflection about

the meaning of liberal education for adults, about the method of operation,

about the discussion method as THE solution to liberal adult education and

about the problems of the field were fairly well over. CSLEA was ready to

move into action phase and to experiment with its ideas for the liberal educa-

tion for adults. Furthermore the associations in the field, the key institu-

tions and key leaders were ready and anxious to cooperate with the Center.

Well-financed by the Fund for [Ault 3ducation throw;h the period un-

til 1962, the energies of the staff were devoted to working with the field

of new ideas, new programs, new methods and new organizational patterns aimed

at the liberal education of adults. The budget of CSLEA soared to a level of

$247,000 for regular activities and reached a peak of some $300,000 for regu-

lar budget and special projects during 1960.

Between 1956 and 1962, the Center enjoyed a high de,lree of acceiltance

by both the field and FAE. It enabled us to operate as a gadfly challenging

outmoded traditions in university adult education. In 1958, we undertook to

perform a similar role among Ne;ro colleges in the U.S. In 1960, we helped



establish the Tnternational Congress of 'Yniversity Adult 7ducation, serve to

unite university adult educators all over the world around common concerns

for continuing education. During these years we expanded and organized our

communications network through an enlarged publications program, and the news-

letter, and we continued to influence leaders in the field through the Annual

Leadership (onference, Liberal 17ducation -rnstitutes for Deans and Directors and

a steady flaw of visitors who came for periods ranging from a day to several

months of study.

-n my judgment, the influence of CSMA on the field during this period

was enhanced because it was not trying to sell one particular approach or meth-

od for the liberal education of adults. Its position as a gadfly and critic,

as vm11 as an innovator was strengthened by the fact that it did not have to

ask for money. '!ri the contrary, it was able to provide small grants to insti-

tutions interested in experimentation. f7radually we became an accepted part

of the field of higher continuing education, so much so that no longer did the

tssociations feel obliged to pass annual resolutions thanking CSLEA for its con-

tributions.

ts a matter of fact, increasingly CSLEA was in a position were it was

able to 'and frc!al:en.-.1y did) publicly disagree and argue with the accepted

leaders of the field. This stimulated a controversy and provided a channel

both through its meetins and its publications for nyw ideas concerning liber

nl education for ndults -n thic cnnnection, our publications became a major

channel for ideas nnd rencrts allout philnsophy, research and innovative pro

grams relating t-o liberal adult education.

Tt should also be pointed out that during this period csvA enlarged

its scope moving beyond substantive aspects of liberal education becoming con-

cerned with underlying institutional aspects and forces needed to provide a
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favorable climate for the liberal education of adults. As a result, a growing

number of studies, reports and conferences dealt with the organization and ad-

ministration of adult education and of the responsibility of the university for

continuing education. This was done because it became apparent that our ideas

for program development could come to fruitiam only in a proper environment.

During this period, the major challenge to our quasi-independence took

the form of discussions of a recurring suggestion that CSLEA should become more

of a service organization for A1JEC and NUEA. In each case, however, the outcome

was agreement that CSLEA should maintain its quasi-independent posture; other-

wise it would become a creature of the Associations and not be effective in

bringing about change.

As far as program was concerned, there was continuing discussion about

the need to shift emphasis to social and economic problems holding national at-

tention. We did become involved in Pegro continuing education, in programs of

labor education and in studies relating to the social forces influencing contin-

uing education. Rut, in general, the basic stance on program did not change,

nor was any action taken to encourage support from other than foundation sources.

in other words, during this period, CSLEA avoided the allure of shifting its

base of support through possible financing from service activities or through

changing basic program emphasis to fit into immediate national programa and in-

terests.

and large, during the period from 1956 through 1962, the Center not

only continued to operate as a "quasi-independent" agency but it continued to

operate as if the funds for support would be eternally forthcoming. Tn my opin-

ion, such a stance was based in part on a feeling that unless we could operate

in sudh a manner, we would not continue to have a significant influence in the



field. hit beyond that, we continued to operate in this manner because we had

an unstated faith that sufficient funds would come from somewhere for the con-

tinuing support of an organization which was almost universally acknowledged

for its contributions.

Operationally this was a point of maximum interaction between the Center

and the field. This came in part from staff turn over, thus continually bring..

ing new persons and ideas into the Ccnter and also sending persons imbued with

CSLEA goals and concepts to the field. Second, the practical realities of op-

erating an extension or evening college division, of meeting budgets or recruit-

ing students were continually a part of our discussions and thinking as a result

of the Visiting Staff Pembers who flowed through CSLEA from 1957 to 1961. Third,

we had sufficient funds to carry on active and wide-spread field work Nithout

charging our hosts for our visite end to bring experts from the field to help

us plan programs. Finally, interaction was achieved through our ability to pro-

vide grants for experimental programs either from our own funds or by our sup-

port of university proposals to FAE or other foundations.

In summary, the climate for experimentation in the liberal education

of adults was favorable. We tried to make the most of it ranging far and wide

with experiments in content or method for women, special degree programs, Negro

continuing education, research methods and activities, liberal education for

executives, or the arts. 'his program variety reflected the abandonment of

packaged solutions to liberal education for adults.

The initial CSLEA focus on liberal education remained, but the perspec-

tive had been somewhat enlarged to include a concern for and activities in other

than subject matter areas of higher continuing education. Among the many pro-

grams reflecting the expansion were! a conference on the role of the evening
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dership conference on the responsibility of the dean for continu-

; a seminar for university presidents; and research published as

rces in qniversity Adult nducation.

h the announcement of the termination of the 'und for Adult 7ducation

,LEA was forced to re-examine the somewhat euphoric stance which char-

the period from 195' until 1932. Although the sense of security for

been threatened by the announced termination of 17LT!, it was not en-

attered. -he 7und for Adult 7ducad.on indicated that it would consider

terminal grant to the r:enter to carry its operation along for at least

three or four years.

Spurred Ly the promise of a terminal grant from FAE, the noard and staff

Center took a close look at its program. After considerable study, we

ed to maintain the overall goal and program. T.Te hoped to be able to oper-

on a reduced budget by being more selective regarding priorities and more

ful to concentrate on key leadership and key institutions which provided lev-

ge as models for the rest of the field. The budget for this revised operation

s set at $150,00' a year (rather than the prior basic budget of $247,000'. Al-

ough it was realized that the continuing program with such a sharply reduced

udget would require some rethinking of priorities and activities, we believed

that with additional funds for speciel projects and programs it could be done.

The proposal for operating CSLEA at a reduced budget (with some additional

funds to cover the Clearinghouse and Vewsletter) was presented to FAE and a grant

of $6-',.2^n to cover the 1.asic budget for the pnriod from 1952 through 1965 was

approved. Tn 19 2, then, CSLEA moved from its well-financed era into one of

comparative austerity, with its existence assured through 7uly 195 and with at

least stated expectations that it would do .4ust about as much as it had in the

past despite a drastically reduced budget.

4
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C. 19f3-61: Diversification Staff Consolidation and Shrinking Budget
-

Tn the face of dwindling resources comLined with ambitious goals and

plans some tensions began to appear in CSLEA. T 1_,elieved that it would still

possi'le to follow through on most fronts despite first, less foundation

support, 17 dint of elimination of special expenses such as the visiting staff

member program, grants to institutions, extensive field-work, subsidy of a

variety of conferences and institutes, and second, through increased income

by charging more for publications, charging for consultation formerly pro-

vided free, and contracting for special studies. :fany of the staff were du-

bious, believing that it was unrealistic to attempt to carry forward on all

fronts with a sharply reduced budget. The ever changing Board of CSLEA was

not directly involved in the tensions but, in general, did not push for any

drastic cut in operations or activities.

Tn addition to.same continuing tension about the extent of activity

which could be successfully undertaken, the need for new support for contin-

uation beyond 19,5 as well as for securing additional funds for current activ-

ities meant that much of my time was diverted either to fund raising for the

future or to immediate tasks which would bring in supplementary income.

Tn 1963 we were able to provide for limited continuation of CSLEA be-

yond 1965 through arrangements involving affiliation with 7oston University

and a supplementary grant from the Carnegie Corporation. Thanks to the active

cooperation of President tlarold Case of roston university and Tames Baker (then

Dean of Continuing Education', and with the support of an energetic committee

of the CSLEA roard, an agreement was reached, whereby CSLEA became an affiliate

of 7oston University. This move provided a home for the Center while 7oston

University assumed one quarter of the expenses for professional staff (buying
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a quarter of their time for teaching or administrative responsibilities'. Along

with the affiliation with Boston niversity came a five-year grant from the Car-

negie Corporation for $152,00^. This enabled us to attenuate the balance of the

terminal FAE grant, and to continue CSLEA at a minimum operating level through

196C or 1969. 'The staff at lloston consisted of professionals, one junior pro-

fessional and supporting clerical staff - as compared to a professional staff

of from ten to fifteen in 195n.'

Tn other words, from Tuly 1954 on, CSLEA attempted to move forward with

only a slightly reduced program in the face of a smaller core staff (one quarter

of whose time was devoted to direct Poston University responsibilities'. Tn

addition to the continuing pressure for activity, productivity and the need to

serve as a continuing change-agent in the field, members of the staff were in-

creasingly conscious of the need to try to bring in additional income from

studies and consultation work which, in some cases, went well beyond the clear-

cut focus and goals of the Center. As a result, the energies and resources of

the decreased staff were further fragmented and diversified and the focus on

the major o'Ljective became less sharp.

These conditions tended to distract the Center toward issues and prob-

lems in the field of higher continuing education beyond our original goals, and

thus widened the base of interest and activity. This broadening of the nature

of activities also meant that members of the staff, of necessity, spent more of

their time on activities and concerns which were more action than deliberation-

oriented and on planning and involvement in areas beyond those limited to liber-

al adult education. Although this broadening emphasis and concern was welcomed

by many university adult educators in the field fwho felt the past CSLEA empha-

sis was too limited' it also tended to increase tensions in the staff and to
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slur the central focus on liberal education for adults.

should be emphasized that the Center never repudiated its obligation

to liberal education. Tn effect, during this period CSLEA was trying to do more

and more in enlarged areas and with less clear-cut focus, with less income and

less available time.

Looking lack to the four ingredients which were identified as character-

istics of the "quasi independent' agency we find that fram 1964 on, these ingred-

ients were diminishing if not disappearing. As already mentioned, the required

clear-cut mandate and sense of purpose became blurred, partly because of a be-

lief that the goals of CSLEA must be broadened and, partly as a means of secur-

ing more income and support. The generous source of funds was rapidly diminish-

ing. The Carnegie grant, although timely and life-saving in 1964, provided for

decreasing funds from a maximum of $50,OV in 19C4 to a final allocation of

slo,noo for 1969. Despite a variety of attempts to identify new sources of

funds, no major donors were uncovered.

The third ingredient, well-nourished roots in the field, was to some ex-

tent still provided through field participation on the ''''oard and through contin-

uing relations with AUTT and 77EA but the nourishment of these roots in terms

of funds available for conferences, meetings, visiting staff-members, field-

visits and grants for experimental programs had pretty well dried up by 1965.

The final ingredient, an active and imaginative staff mas, in essence

still present but, because of their fragmented responsibility, the over-exten-

sion of their resources, the complete absence of turn-over and thus the lack

of in'ection of new ')lood into the staff, and the growing internal tensions,

the 'Ienter was forced to 5e less active in meaningful ways and the innovation

and imaginativeness which 1,..,1 characterized its early days was less in evidence.

The Consultant's Report, presented to the Board of Directors of CSLEA



"ot,ert 'aldson in the :Fall of 19'7, tends to agree with my analysis. Ile pointed

to the need for new staf and oPerating arrangements which would involve the field

more highly and which would depend less on a long-term, continuing core staff.

suggested a broadening of o'iectives and goals which would, in effect, legitamize

the already expanded areas of concern of CSLEA and which would make the expanded

scope explicit and specific (a Center for 'ligher 'lontinuing 7ducation rather than

exclusivel for Liberal Adult Education . operationally, ludson recommended a

much greater involvement of the field through the establishment of working-par-

ties and planninggroups with CSLEA acting more in the role of catalyst and fac-

ilitato than the purveyor of all wisdom. Finally, nudson suggested that a mas-

sive introduction of new and additional funds was required. Hudson's report has

been ptiolished %)? CCLEA as an ccasional aper, Toward a Center for Higher Con-

tinuing 7ducation.

In summary, CSLEA went through a fascinating, exciting and highly crea-

tive initial period of goal-setting and direction-finding, which involved many

persons in the field and which intrigued as well as confounded the key groups

in university adult education. Tt then moved into a well-financed, clear-cut

period of activity, involvement and creativity which had great impact on the

thinking and action of individuals and institutions of higher continuing educa-

tion. And, finally, it moved into a period of diminishing impact with goals and

scope expanded rather than trimmed to fit the financial realities.

Possil-ly both the Director and the '3oard of CSLEA should have admitted

the situation confronting it earlier than the Fall of 1962. l'ossibly the pro-

gram and activities of CSLEA should have been drastically decreased in 1964.

Possibly we should have faced up to the fact, shortly after moving to 73oston

7niversity, that the crucial ingredients of a ruasi-independent organization
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no longer existed and we should have stopped trying to act like such an organi-

zation.

In retrospect, all of these possibilities might have been acted upon be-

fore l9Y. It was our decision to maintain hope the:: somehow, sources of finan-

cial suprort would 1:e forthcoming (either through renewed foundation interest in

the area of higher continuing lneral education or through the ioint government-

foundation funding recommended by Alan Pifer of Carnegie which would enable us

to continue our unfinished husiness at the level of activity achieved between

195f. and 12.

The fact that both the Director and the 7oard finally faced upo to the

facts in 19r7 and decided not to try to continue CSLEA on an even more attenua-

ted basis and that the staff agreed is testimony to their dedication to the basic

goal and purpose of the Center rather than to the continuation of an institution

which could no longer perform the functions for which it had been established.
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'Aiming back to the initial and enduring goal of the Center, (to help

American higher education institutions develop gltter effectiveness and a deeper

sense oE responsi'ility for the liberal education of adults'. 7 wish to examine

the ways in which the Center went about trying to achieve it and to assess the

degree to which it succeeded. Tn this chapter I will focus primarily on the at-

tempts to develop a deeper sense of responsibility for the liberal education of

adults.

To develop such a sense of responsibility, CSLEt. has consciously attemp-

ted to influence the general climate relating to liberal adult education, the

people and key leaders in the field, and the specific institutions of higher

education which could provide a base and support for the liberal adult educa-

tion.

-his chapter is therefore, primarily concerned with examining what the

Center did to develop the atmosphere, and to fertilize the soil rather than with

the cultivation of specific program seeds.

A. "people

Center activities have always been characterized 1-17 a central concern

with the people directly in the field of university continuing education as

well as with those who influence and detelTine what happens in university ex-

tension and the evening colleges. At no time did it operate, at least by de-

sign, primarily as an llympian, distant organization that was concerned more

with ideas and astractions than with people.

The style of its relationship to the late-keepers and to the leaders

did change, however, during the years of operation, partly in terms of the

people who made up the CSLEA staff, partly in terms of the styles of the various
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Directors and in part as a result of the stage of development of CSLEA and the

amount of money it had to spend.

During the first period, from 1951 to 195 the initial concern was with

the leaders of the ^ate-keepers in the field. Understandably, a new organiza-

tion which was the brainchild of a very few persons must first broaden its base

of support if it was to have any influence on the field as a whole.

-his focus on the leaders, including faculty and administration was im-

plemented through a variety of ingenious and varyingly successful activities.

T._ was during this period that CSLEA, initiated its Leadership Conferences.

These conferences from their beginning (in 1952 were ained at the key leaders

persons who were raminated by the AMC (in the beginning' and later both by

AtrEC and '17EA. The early Leadership Conferences started out as meetings fi-

nanced freely and generously by CSLEA with transportation, living accommoda-

tions, and all of the amenities covered by CSLEA. They were looked upon as

rich fare intellectually, spiritually and physically. During the second CSLEA

period the Leadership Conferences continued but gradually the Center passed on

the expenses for transportation to the Associations, eliminated the budget for

hotel expenses and, finally, after 19'12, covered expenses only for the program

aspects of the Leadership Conference. revertheless, attendance at the Leader-

ship Conferences weathered these changes in the level of financing and they

continued to '-)e well attended. They were one aspect of the CSLEA program,

which carried on with considerable field support and animation until the end.

In addition to concentrating primarily on the stimulation of leaders

in the field and on directing attention to broad substantive problems, the

Leadership Conference provided, for over fifteen years, a forum at which rep-

resentatives from /Mc and -7rA could meet together informally as well as in



occasional formal and loint meetinls

he Leadership Conferences also provided meeting ground where the tmo Asso

ciations could mee together and share ideas end work out some plans for joint

projects. ror a few years a Joint A.TT EA Committee met officially at the Lead

ership Conferences, but discussions of a merger of the rwo Associations, which

emerc!ed from the Committee, were premature and the activity was abandoned.

Nevertheless, the provision of this common meeting ground did make possible

relaxed and continuing communication between the tvo Associations, and it also re-

sulted in a few very specific inter-associational results. Tn the first place it

vas at the Leadership Conferences that the problem of joint reporting of statis-

tics about adult education activities vas discussed. Aided by small grants from

CSLEA, a committee, later known as the Toint Committee on Yinimum ',ate, moved

ahead to develop a plan for uniform reporting of enrollments by AUIC and rUEA

institutions. Iltimetely, it was effective in getting the system for such joint

reporting adopted by the Iniversity Pegistrars and by the U.S. Office of Iducation.

The outcome of this committee is the continuing annual report on registrations by

AIEC and wrIEA. (The only annual reporting of activities and registrations in the

entire field of adult education).

Tt was also during the course of the Leadership Conferences that leaders

representing the Adult "ducation Association of the I.S., the "ational Associa-

tion of T'ublic School Adult Fducators, the Association of Tunior Colleges and

renresentatives of public and other private agencies joined AUEC and MEA for in-

formal discussions of common problems. ')ut of these meetings an Ad Hoc committee

of Adult Education Organization, was formed. It resulted in a Committee of Adult

Education nrganizations which meets twice a year to discuss problems and interests

of mutuel concern to the field.
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demonstration period characterized staff position with respect to other program

activities which will be more fully discussed in the following section.

luring the first period, then, the Center focussed on activities which

involved and attempted o influence the key leaders in the field, the faculty

members and, in one case, the "ollege 'residents (through a conference which

was hold at Daytona Beach in 1955'. These activities were invaluable in spread-

ing the ideas of CSL'A, in gainin3 lreater acceptance for the concept of the

liberal education of adults and in identifyin:, and building a small cadre of

faculty and administrative allies in places of lower and influence in the niv-

ersities and '7o11e3es.

In addition during this firsr . period, active and successful efforts were

made to involve persons from other disciplines in the thinking and planning of

the Center. 7n connection with both the Leadership Conferences and other special

meetings on Social Forces in the field, on community problems, on the philosophy

of adult education, a number of leading thinkers and theoreticians such as C.

Wright Mills, Horace Yellen, Y'evel Penney, David riesman, and Pobert Theobald

were stimulated to focus their thinking and concern on the liberal education for

adults.

During the second period, from 1956 through 1962, activities and situa-

tions which focussed nrimarily on the stimulation, development, and involvement

of people in the field were: the Liberal "ducation Institutes for Deans and Dir-

ectors. the Visiting Staff Tiember program; the turn-over of CSLEA staff; and the

increasing involvement of persons in the field in nlanning and carrying through

experimental and demonstration programs.

The 7nstitutes for Deans and Directors were started in 1957 in emulation

of the famous Louis Armstrong dictum about jazz, 'Tf you gotta ask me what it is
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you ain't never going to know' . "y the same token the staff and l'oard agreed

that the time had come when we should stop talking about what liberal education

meant and move into a situation which would provide for total immersion of the

operators in a liberal education experience. As a result, the first of eight

such Tnstitutes was held at the Itinnawbrook 7esidential Center of Syracuse "ni-

vers.cy. "he key officers of A: and NITTA as well as the members oe the CSL7A

-oard were invited to spend onc: wcre at 7:innowbrook to participate in a reading

and discussion program 'supplemen ed by evenin,-; session on the dance, music,

drama and paintinc' concerned with philosophy and wit-h literature. A hard rule

of the Tnstitute was that operational problems such as budgets, parking and

like were ruled out of order. mhe impact of this Tnstitute on the participants

(most of them practical and eminently successful administrators) was immediate

and challenging. The Institute was uniformly welcomed and enthusiastically re-

ceived. Most of the participants called vehemently for a follow-up session for

themselves (an alumni program) as well as for the extension of the Institutes

to other members of their staff and to other Teans and Directors who had not

participated in the first session. The following year CSLEA assumed direct re-

sponsibility for running another Tnstitute - this time for first-year partici-

pants and a simultaneous one for flumni who were back for the second year - at

Syracuse -Tniversity's Saamore Center. The reaction, similar to the first one,

was general agreement thac the program should be continued until all adult ed-

ucation administrators had been involved.

-he staff agreed that the seminars should be continued, but as in the

case of the faculty seminars, we decided we had accomplished our experimental

purposes and had demonstrated the effectiveness of the program. Therefore we

encouraged universities to pick up the subject and continue it without CSLEA
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participation in planning or financing. Actually two universities carried on for

two additional years with our staff servin3 as consultants. The fact that the Tn-

stitutes did no,: continue after the fourth year was probably a combined product

of a shift of staff interes- to other areas of activity which meant complete with-

drawal of ^SL"A from the nlannini-; and promotion of the Tnstitutes and the fact

that many of the key leaders in the field had already participated.

'he Visiting Staff lember -rogram was started in 1957 in an attempt to

achieve several different but related objectives' first, to provide for a contin-

uing reality-exposure for the ^.SL7A stafE inviting administrators to participate

in our planning and thinking; and second, to permit extension and evening college

administrators to get away f7om their daily chores and responsibilities so that

they could became involved in independent study in a sort of sabbital leave.

-hanks to a special supplementary grant fram FAE, nine persons were involved in

the program fram 1957 through 1962. The way the Visiting Staff Members spent

their time at CSLEA, the extent to which they read and studied or undertook di-

rect CSLEA activities or planned prolrams for their own institutions varied in ac-

cordance with their own interests and needs. ry and large we felt that the pro-

gram was effective in both directions and it was terminated only because of lack

of funds.

During these years CSUA experienced its greatest turnover. Seven members

of the full time professional stafE with exnericnce ranging from one to nine years

left the Center. T.,: most cases it was to assume responsible positions in higher

continuing education. All told, a dozen forner staff members or visiting staff

members continue to be ac:ive in university adult education.

Other activities which were directly concerned with the CSLEA impact on

people during this period were the increasing number of persons from evening
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colleges end extension divisions who visited the 7enter offices in Chicago and

the participation 1)5/ CSLEA staff in ?rofessional development programs of

and AU7C. -articularly with '7A rivisions, our staff enjoyed continuing rela-

tions, often extending over several years. rurthermore, small planning grants

2ermitted numerous face to face meetings which could noi-, have taken place with-

out CSLEA funds.

The high delree of cross-fertilization during this period resulted in a

continuingly challengim: and stimulating atmosphere within CSLEA itself and it

touched and involved scores of persons from the field.

During the final period there was no conscious shift in the policy with

respect to the Center's involvement of people in the field, but in my judgment,

there WAS a distinct change in personal involvement. The Visiting Staff Member

program was discontinued. The Institutes for Deans and Directors had been aban-

doned. A number of experimental programs which called for high involvement of

persons from the field were discontinued in part because of lack of funds.

vor the same reason most conferences supported by CSL7A, except the annual Lead-

ership Conference, were curtailed.

Tn addition, the active staff turn-over which characterized the early

days of CSLEA ceased. f r.he five professionals who were still with CSUA when

it terminated, two had been with the Center for fourteen years, one for eleven,

one for eight, and the final member had been with CSLEA in various capacities

for at least six years. 7urthermore, due to a limited budget, no new members

were added to the regular professional staff during the last six years of CSLEA

operation. /s a result, the cross-fertilization and the continuing dialogue,

testing of ideas and programs and the direct staff participation of new members

and representatives from the field was totally absent during the last years of



Center activicy. Although the ^,SLEA staff carried with it much experience and ex-

pertise and although it continued to be involved with the practitioners from the

field, inevitably the dialogue became more ingrown and less varied and less sub-

ject to continuing field-tes.:in.

Despite the decrease in opportunities to work directly and in varied ways

with the field, atf-empts were made to continue some activities directly focussed

on people. Visitors were still welcome a': the Center; field work continued; a

few special conferences and meetings were stimulated by CSLEA; and some joint

projects were undertaken - the point is these activities were on a much reduced

scale due to lack of funds or limited staff or both.

Two exceptions to this decrease in impact on people are worthy of note.

me, an outgrowth of the Vegro College Committee on Adult Education, was a two-

year program 41966-1967' arranged by CSLEA whereby two staff members from pre-

dominantly :'egro 'Jniversities ("orfolk State and "uskee[,,ee' spend a year study-

ing and working at Syracuse and the University of ITisconsin and then returned to

their campuses to carry on continuing education programs there. The other was

the growing involvement of CCL7A since 19C1 in planning and arranging visits of

some twenty overseas adult educa;:ors who were on study-tours in north Lmerica.

Tnstituti,ns

To some extent the shifting emphasis, amount of activity and change in

focus which characterized CSLEA with respect to its activities with people also

applied to those related to institu'Aons and climate.

During the first period, CSL7A focussed primarily on the following. try-

ing to identify and involve the leaders and institutions in -he field; mapping

out areas of activity and priorities; isolating and understanding major problems;

and moving toward an effective stance and a sound operating procedure. During
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the second period, there was some dilemma and disagreement as to whether empha-

sis should be placed primarily on stimulating new programs or on carrying through

on tested and proven activities. nut- ample funds and staff in effect permitted

the Center to do both. Puring the last period, as already mentioned in the first

section, we tried to continue along the path blazed out during the second period

without trimming our sails to meet scaff and budgetary limitations.

Purity; the first period emphasis was placed on work with and involve-

ment of a rather limited number of institucions - those who were most accessible

through the noard or through active leadership in the A'T7C During the second

period an active attempt was made to enlarge the number of instititions with

which we worked and conscious efforts were made to visit and to communicate

with all of the maior institutions in the field. Durincz the final period al-

though still eaf,er to maintain a wide spread network of contaccs, actual field

work and involvement of institutions was per force limited to those who could

afford to pay staff members '10 visit their campuses or who would pay for con-

sultant work by CSU7L.

Durinl the first neriod, visits to nine institutions were carried on

in connection with the initial sutdy of evening colleges. Although such visits

were primarily for the purpose of analyzing the activities and identifying the

problems of the field, many of them resulted in long-continuing and active rela-

tionships. During rhe second phase, CSL7A was involved in another major sturly

(financed by a special ;rant from the Fund for Adult rclucation) aimed at deter,.

mining the extent and nature of aclAvities of institutions of higher education

in the liberal education of adults and also at attempting to come ur with some

theories about and insights into the circumstances and situations in which in-

stitutions of higher educw:ion were most receptive to and active in liberal
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adult education. Tn addition to sending questionnaires to several hundred insti-

tutions in the country, some twenty institutions were visited by teams of CSLEA

staff members. '4erc again, although the visits were primarily for the purpose

of securing data for the study, many of them resulted in continuing relations

with leading universities and in their involvement in various experimental pro-

grams.

During the first two periods of its life field visits, in almost all

cases, combined a realistic attemnt on our part to learn more about the institu-

tion, its activicies and its prol2lems,,with an attempt to stimulate them to un-

dertake expanded programs in continuing liberal education. Visits were made not

only to the extension and evening college divisions but also to the key admin-

istrative officers and faculty groups on the campuses. Tnsofar as possible, we

suggested that these visits be utilized by the evening college and extension

deans and directors as an opportunity to buttress their own position and rela-

tionship with faculty and administration by using the visitors from a "national

organization' to help to sell the importance of continuing liberal education.

is unlikely that many of these visits resulted in miraculous changes in

faculty or administrative attitudes or in the allocation of larger budgets to

continuing education but, according to reports received, they did provide at

least same outside support for the deans and directors in their own institutions.

During the second period from 1957 to 1959 field visits by CSLEA staff

members were made to some 85 different colleges and universities. During this

same period continuing educacion staff members from 45 different institutions

visited the Center Office and met with Center members individually or in joint

sessions. Since the field visit program continued at an active pace after 1959,

at least throTh 1953 it is estimated that during its life Center staff members



visited well over a hundred instituEions of higher education.

During che final -)eriod che nature of field visits by CS1.7A changed mar-

kedly. -.ecause of its limited budget, the Center was no longer able to seek out

institutions and to make as haw, field visils on i-s own budlet. Although a

small item for fi:ld work was coninued in the annual bud[,,et it was not suffi-

cient to make an extensive or widesprea6 field work pros-ram possible. As a re-

sult most institutional contacts were focussed on visits which were related to

some specific s'Aidy or activity underway a- CSL7A I7or examnle, a number of in-

situtions in ^hio were visited in connection with a study which CSLEA undertook

for the Academy for Educational 7)evelopment. rther institutions were visited

in all parts of the country in connection with the study of adult: education in

the "nited States carried on for the ".S. rffice of 7ducation in 19r:4 and 1955.

Other visits were involved with special crojects concerned with -egro '7ollege

programs and with special consultations financed by the institutions themselves.

As a result, the total number of institutional visits made by r,SL7A was drasti .

cally reduced after the move to 'oston "niversity in 1964. At the same time

those visits which were made were more focussed and specific in purpose. 'he

nature of the activiy was more in terms of nin-pointed studies or special con-

sultations than in terms of broad crusadin; or general information-gathering.

-ecause of the generally recognized peripheral nature of continuing ed-

ucation in all educational insticutions and especially in institutions of higher

education, CSL7A from its earliest days was active in trying to influence the

larger institution in which continuing ecuation operates as well as the field of

education as a whole. Letters received when the termination of the renter was

announced and comments from the field at the time that CSL7A was requesting a

grant from Carnegie mentioned a variety of specific activities that the Center



had carried on and definite ways in which it -rovided assistance to individual

instit tions 'out: the major messa:, in -hese let:ers was the fact that the mere

existence of CSL7P. was one of the mos- imporent ways in which the Center was

useful in furthering the liberal education of aOults.

O. Climat:e

eyond nis, the '3enter did undertake a number of srecific programs aimed

more or less directly at influencing the climate in favor of developments in con-

tinuing liberal education. Already mentioned were the faculty and administra-

tive conferences operated by the ',enter during the first period. Also impor-

tant in this respect especially during the early days, was the active involve-

ment of persons outside of the field of continuing education and the stimulation

of their interest in and support for continuing education.

During the second period of CSL7A's life attempts to influence the under-

lying climate ware more direct. rne major thrust was agreement on the need for

a compvehensive study of the Role of the University in Adult 7ducation - a Flex-

ner-type report for coninuin?, educacion. Yt was hoped that such a study and

report might have as ,,reat impace on institutions of higher education as the

71exner study did on "edical schools many years ago. "ith the full concurrence

of the -oard, a major 3rant of $150,000 was secured from the rarnegie f7orpora-

tion. Tt provided thai- a mul:ually ar;reeal;le person be secured to direct the

study. Fred Harvey 'Torrington, at that time Vice-'resident of the university

of Wisconsin and later to become its President, was the unanimous and enthusias-

tic choice for *c.he assignment. He immediately employed Donald 1,CeTeil, who had

formerly been the nirector of the 7.istorical Society in nisconsin, as his assis-

tant.

Because of a variety of circumstance, the study has never been published.



never-heless, there were a number of important outcomes which si3nificantly influ-

enced the climate in the field. r'uring the course of the sPudy, -resident Farring-

ton ayed a sisnificant role on a task fo:ce ar-lointcd by 'ohn ^ardner to work on

-he 5111 which became 'irle I-ne of the "i-;her -ducation Act of 195. Also durinr;

the period e. his involvement in the study, "arrington served as the ^hairman of

the -ommission on Academic iffairs of the :merican Council on Education. During

his chairmanship of the r'.ommission,
ely.eJlished for the first time a Committee

on 'ligher 'ontinuing Education, thus gainin,; official accertance for continuing

education in the most important Association in the field of higher education.

Einally, during che course of the study, 1:e'en, who prior to it had not been

directly involved in university extension and continuing education, became vitally

interested in -he field and is now carrring on an outstanding and pacemaking pro-

gram in continuing education as the 0.hancellor for State Vide Extension at Wiscon-

sin.

As indicated above, the Center has, for a number of years worked in a var-

iety of ways with the American Council on Education in an attempt to stimulate

them to develop greater concern for and activity in the liberal education of

adults. Although CSLE.A can probably claim no direct responsibility for devel-

opments in ACE, members of the staff and Toard worked closely with Lawrence Dennis

when he served as the Secretary for the -omission on Academic ;Hairs and later

with Toseph Shoben who served in a similar capacity until une, 1963. Tn a num-

ber of ways, the 'enter cooperated wiTh AC7 in stimulating it to widen its in-

terest in continuing education.

For a four year period from 1953 until 19r-2, CSLEA worked closely with the

f'.ommission on Liberal Education of the Association of American Colleges in an ef-

fort to stimulate the smaller liberal arts colleges to become more involved and
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active in continuing educa ion. Tlembers of the "enter stafE sat with the AAC

Commitee, participated in various activities of this r'ommittee and continually

spread the gospel about continuing education. L: one point, the AAC officially

went on record in favor of cooperaing with CSI.7-A in conducting a number of ex-

perimental continuing educa-ion pro rams. ''xperimen.s were planned with the un-

derstandin3 !lEt a special from the rune fol- Adult "ducation would be

forthcoming. 'Infortunately the project coincided with the termination of rA1-7

and -hus the funds were not available. Although some liberal arts colleges were

undoubtedly stimulated f..o initiate or expand their programs of continuing educa-

tion through this association, the real Lreakthrough was nipped in the bud be-

cause of the lack of suoport and finances.

During its second period, the Center also worked with the 7xtension Coun-

cil of the Land 'rant issociation, with the "ational Commission of Accreditation

'in terms of gaining official sanction and acceptance for the special degree pro-

grams', with the War c.ollege at axwell Lir Force -nsc, with a number of other

national 7,roups in the arts and humanities and, of course, it continued its coop-

erative activities with The ATV:C "TEA. On an unofZicial basis, several CSUA

staff members worked with :he :ssociation of Yunior '7olleges (which some years

later appointed a 'ommittee on Continuing 7ducation.

As the 'und for Adult 7ducation phased out of existence it made a final

grant to a 3roup of twelve universiAes which had been highly active in the lib-

eral education of adults. 'hese universi-ies set up the -1niversity Council on

7ducation for "ullic responsnility with a core membership of the rresidents of

the universities involved. 7n the absence of other arrangements, CSLEA served

as secretariat to this group in its early days and assumed major responsibility

for implementing the decisions of the group es well as for the initial planning

S
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of a joint nrogram with ""' on 'etronolis "reator or Destroyer'. After three

years of active participation as secretariat, rSL7A moved out of this central po-

sition but continued as the one non-university member of the "niversit-y

During i7s final period the enter continued to be concerned about the

climate which influenced the development of continuing liberal education but its

activities became more focussed and specific in terms of carryincY, on a number of

consultant- and study functions related to continuing higher education. "hrough

growing involvement with the Academy for "ducational Development, CSLEA played a

part in carrying on studies and making recommendations for continuing higher ed-

ucation in connection with Academy Si-udy for a group in "Torthern 'ndiena, for the

Board of Iligher Fducation in rhio and for the combined study of higher education

undertaken for the "'ational 'nstitutes of Health, the Department of Health, Fdu-

cation, and tielfare and the "ational Science Foundation. A f!SL7A staff member

also contributed a chanter on continuing education to a book prenared by the

Academy (Campus 1980\ which is bein; used as background reading for the 1968

ACP Conference and another chanter on eontinuinl education in a leisure society

in a book edir.ed by l'obert Theobald.

"rn addition, undertook a major study of Adult rducation in the 7nited

rtates for the 7ommissioner of "ducation and as a follow-up to this study will

undertake another study of new institutional forms for adult education after T

transfer to Syracuse 'Iniversity. CSL"A staff members are also involved in con-

sultation activities in connection wi*h the recently formed National Council

of the College Level "xamination rrogram and on visiting Committees for exten-

sion and continuing education at Tiarvard and the 'Tniversity of w'ittsburgh.

Tn addition to these specific studies and consultations various staff

members have been actively involved during the past years in specific programs
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or on an advisory basis with grouns concerned with continuing education in thc

mational Council of Churches, with various "egro College Iroups, with national

arts groups, in the usic 7ducation field, in the continuing education of wom-

en, with several urban education groups, and with extension home economists in

Ilissouri and Massachusetts.

Tn many ways, these consultant activities' nnd special studies have helped

to focus interest in, and activity about, continuing education and have resulted

in the inclusion of activities and concern about continuing education in areas

where such concern might otherwise have been overlooked. Such activities did,

undoubtedly, helo to create a better climate.

From the outset in 1951, the Center was aware of the need for developing

a body of literature in the field of liberal adult education. Several Tournals,

such as Adult Education and Adult Leadership provided the field with various

kinds of articles, stories and some limited research about the broad field of

continuing education but no publications were being developed which focussed on

higher continuinl education or, more specifically, on the liberal education of

adults.

At first on a rather tentative, limited and irregular basis, the Center

began to make various speeches, articles and studies gbout higher continuing ed-

ucation available to the field. Tt soon became anparent that these CSLEA publi-

cations filled a hitherto unmet but most important need in the field of continu-

ing education.

Durinl the firs- period, the Center published various speeches, and spec-

ial articles based either on papers prepared for CSL7A conferences or commissioned

especially by the lenter.

During its second period, the various kinds of publications, occasional

papers and philosophical writings which had been issued previously on a fairly
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limited and spasmodic basis were or;anized into a series of three kinds of pub-

lications: "otes and Pssays, reports, and occasional 'apers. In 1960 CSLEt

made a firm committment to rublish 8-10 publications annually and subscriptions

for the annual nublication series were solicited. At the time that it termin-

ated there were some 800 subscribers to ':he annual CSLEA publications, with in-

dividual sales of some monogranhs running as high as 3000 copies.

;dorm with tile expansion of these publications, the Center added a rews-

letter in 1959 to provide the field with current reports about programs and ac-

tivities in the field of hi,lher adult education. Thanks to a special grant re-

ceived from the Fund for Adulr Education the rdSLEA rewsletter, rontinuirr 701. -

ca':ion for Adults was launched. Startin; initially with a fairly small and lim-

ited mailing list 'primarily the evening colleges and extension divisions' the

"ewsletter at the termination of CSUA was being distributed to a mailing list

of 8000 in the -1.S., Canada, and other countries.

Although it is difficult to measure accurately the impact of the regu-

lar publications and the "ewsletter we do know that almost all responses from

the field to the announcement of the closing of CSLEA remarked on the quality

and value of the various kinds of publications and urged that same way be found

to continue them after the termination of the Center.

'hanks to the interest of Syracuse tTniversity and a special interim grant

from the Ford 7oundation ('?und for Adult 17ducation' all past rublications will

be transferred to Syracuse which will fill orders for those still in nrint.

Syracuse has also made a committment to continue the publication series during

1968 69 and will issue a Tiewsletter. "eedless to say we are delighted that both

the publications and rewsletter will continue.
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Tn this chapter ' wish to examine the extent to which the Center has been

successful in achieving that portion of its stated objective which was concerned

with helping hiher education develop a ;renter effectiveness for the liberal ed-

ucation of adults. Tn other words, how successful has the Center been in stimu-

lating innovation, in brin:An: about changes in existing Programs and activities

and in securing the adoption of new programs and activities concerned with liberal

education of adults?

'axonomy for 7valuatin2 ro-vram Impact

As a basis for examing the lenter impact on ?rogram, T use a taxonomy

which is based on ideas developed by 7gon C. "uba in a paper Fl.ven at a Summer

Tecture Series at the 'ollege of 'ducation at Kent State TIniversity on 'uly 19,

1965. Tn his paper, -he Impending "esearch 7xplosion and Educational 'Iractice,

'uba addressed himself to two questions how new research can be related to prac-

tice in the field of education; and how to deal with hostility expressed by prac-

titioners toward researchers and by researchers toward practitioners.

The "uba formulation (modified to allow for the fact that at CSLEA we

were usually movirr from a concept rather than from research to experimentation

and adoption in the field) serves as the basis for the taxonomy used in this

chapter to examine the center's impact on the field.

Adapting ''uba's basic taxonomy to the work of -.he Center T use the follow-

ing conceptual framework in looking at our activities:

a. Concept or Idea Development

1. Tdentification of need or opportunity.

2. "reliminary statement of idea or program.

3. Refinement and revision of ideas in cooperation

with operators from the field.
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. 7xperimental or nrotc.typc -rogrnm

1. 7)evelopment of idea in coopera'Aon with
specific institudon for use in the in-
sti-ution.

2. Allocation or security: of special funds
to underwri:e the experiEmental program.

3. nI:eration and concurrent evaluation of
program in the selecte0 institution.

c. Dissemination of Tdea and ExPeriment to the yield

I. Analytical descrintion of the program in-
cluding the needs, nroblems and opportun-
ities, the essential elements of the pro-
gram, the program itself and ics effec-
tiveness.

2. Dissemination of the idea, the program
and the impact (throu?,h regular and spec-
ial publication channels: through special
meetings or use of already organized meet-
ings. through Planned field visits to in-
stitutions which have expressed interest'.

3. Assistance to additional institutions in
adop:ing or adapting the idea or Program.

4. Securing or facilitating addi-ional funds
for further adoption of idea or program.

d. Adoption and Tnsti:utionalization of Tdea and 7xperiment

1. Securing support and sanction for idea or
rrogram from the educational establishment".

2. 'rovision of some mechanism for continuing
communication evaluation and dissemination
about progress in utilization of idea or
pro(3ram.

". Arplication of l'axonomy to ^Ile nrogram - Special l'egrees

To what extent has CSVIA met these criteria? As T review the various

activities of CSL7A in one program area especially we included and made the most

of all of the components of -he taxonomy outlined above. 'his particular activ-



ity, the development of degree programs especially for adults, will therefore be

examined at some lengll in the first part of the chapter while in following sec-

tions, we will look more 'lriefly ar other CSUA rrogram ideas and activities to

estima*e the extent to which the various components were actually utilized.

a. Concept and Tdea Development

During most of its history CSLEA focussed its activities, resources and

funds nrimarily on informal, non-credit programs, but there was considerable

rressure from the field for us to do something in the credit area. Looking et

rossible kinds of activity ohn Schwertman, *he second Director of CSLEA, and

members of the staff suggested that rhere was a need to find ways to nermit ad-

ults to work toward a delree in a srecial way which might include, for example,

the awardine3 of credit for experience and learning 3a1ned outside of the regular

classroom. A* the same time, rAwin Spen3ler, of TIrooklyn College became inter.

ested in a similar idea, and CSLEA and nrooklyn College ioined forces to plan a

Snecial Der;ree program for adults.

AD:er an initial intensive .,lannin-, ,)eriod in which the needs of the pro-

gram, the basic idea and concept and the 7,eneral outline for action were srelled

out, a sr,ecific proposal Car che experiment was drawn ur. This proposal was, in

effect, the product of an initial idea concerned with a basic need which was re-

fined throu3h active consultation and discussion between CSLEA and Drooklyn Col-

lee staff members. 'he major concept in the pr000sal, wb ch es prPsented to

the rund for Adult 7ducation in 1952, was the refined and revised version of the

initial idea for ;ranting credit for experience.* Although not based on extensive

research the proposal did snecify the problem, the possible audience for the pro-

gram and su-,,gested the methods and -rocedures to be utilized.

ror a complete renort on the -'rooklyn College experiments see Stern, P. and

Missal, 7., Adult rxperience and College Degrees fCleveland. Western Reseme

'ress,1952'.



b. 7xperimental -3rototype 'rogran. The Fund for Adult 7ducation promptly made

a major 7rant to .t.00klyn rollege for the prototype program with the understand-

ing that CSL7A would work closely -'rooklyn in further planning and operation

of the program and in reportinl its findinls and reallts to the field. Tn 1953

the Urst degree especially for adults at nrooklyn got underway. Tn essence the

program was based on several inzredients. Ile awarding of some credit toward

the ''accalaureate on the basis of written and oral examinations which would de-

termine whether a student had secured certain kinds of learning and knowledge

either through experience or individual study; and later the inclusion of three

interdisciplinary seminars in the fields of the Humanities, the "atural and the

Social Sciences, based on the theory that this kind of inter-disciplinary know-

ledge and understanding could not be gained by adults without some special kind

of seminar the possibility of undertaking some of the required work towards a

degree through independent study. A1thou3h the l'rooklyn f3ol1ee program made

no compromises with zhe old credit requirements, it did make it nossible for

adults to secure such credits in other ways than by sitting in class and it did

emphasize the importance of inter-disciplinary seminars and understandings as an

ingredient of a degree for adults.

During this initial period provisions were made for continuing observa-

tion of the program, for reporting of the actual program and its results, for

undertaking a cost - analysis of the special degree program and for full docu-

mentation of all aspects of it. CSLEA staff visited Brooklyn College frequently,

both during the planning stage and also to observe the program once it was in op-

eration. "here was a very high degree of cooperation between OSLEL and Brooklyn

College both during the early days under Schwertman and after his death.

c. Dissemination of Idea and Ex?eriment, "he dissemination of the idea and re-



ports on Special Degree progress was a major and continuing activity (unmatched

either in extent or activity in any other CSLEA program'.

Shortly after the program was initiated and underway there was a popu-

lar report on the program in Time magazine. To addition, various mimeographed

renorts on che concept and actual -rogram were made available for limited dis-

tribution and the nrooklyn College idea and program were reported and discussed

at regular meetings of the ATJEC.

Tn 1954, the first report published by CSLEA, "ow uch Does 7xperience

'ount was distributed to the field so thpt it might have a documented story of

the program as it developed. A Center-sponsored conference was held in Chic/17,o

in 1967 to discuss the Y'rooklyn experience. Amongst others participating in

the conference were representatives from the "niversities .of Oklahoma, John

"opkins, Oueens College, iTew York 'Iniversity and Syracuse all of which were la-

ter to develon their own special degree programs.

Following the conference, a CLSEA staff member worked closely with a

faculty committee at Oklahoma to develop plans there for a modified special de-

gree program and in 1961, aided by a special grant from Carnegie, the Oklahoma

7achelor of Liberal Ctudies program was launched with forty-five students. Sub-

sequent to the Oklahoma developments, -ohn Hopkins moved off on its awn (with

no CSLEA rarticipation but with a special grant from Carnegie) to develop the

first MA program especially for adults.

During the period fram 1960 to 1967 additional steps were taken to ad-

vance si-ecial degrees. Six publications were issued by CSLEA relating to the

special degree programs. Si-aff members participated in various VUEA meetings,

consulted at more than cen campuses and, in a few cases, worked with faculty

com ittees in an effort to spread the special degree idea. An important confer-

ence was held in cooperation with the ar :ollage at the Maxwell Air Force Base



'parcially financed by the Air College and the Department of Defense who were

interested in seeins the special degree idea enlarged to make it possible for

officers without desrees to work for a degree while still in the service' and

additional universities interested in the special degree idea were exposed to

the experience already gained by 2rook1yn and Iklahama. Ac this conference,

there were participants from Boston University, roosevelt University, the Univ-

ersity of South vlorida, "Ioddard College and the Pew School for Social Research.

All of these schools have since developed or arc planning special degree pro-

grams.

About this time another meeting was arranged for those interested in

special degrees at the University of Oklahoma so that they might have an oppor-

tunity to meet with the faculty group and students there as well as to observe

the seminars.

Shortly thereafter the second Master of Arts program in Liberal lducation

was launched by the TTew School for Social r.esearch (with a special grant from the

7ord Foundation` and another variation on the special degree program (for persons

who had two years of college` was established at "'oddard College (with no outside

support`. During this period 7Tew York University had developed and was offering

a highly successful Associate of Arts program and another, but quite different,

Associate in Arts program was put into operation at syracuse University. The

Syracuse program was expanded subsequently to a complete Ar program for adults

(assisted by a special grant from Carnegie`.

Almost tn. possible resources for dissemination and further experimenta-

tion were used in this third stage of program development including special pub-

lications, reports in the Center Pewsletter, reports in other educational publi-

cations, a variety of conferences and seminars, field visits and consultations
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and, of the utmost imr:rtance, special grants to further experimentation. Dur-

ing the entire process CSLEA --as the one organization which maintained major re-

sponsibility for nurturing the idea, for reportin3 on developments, for provid-

ing a common source of information, for helping to secure seed-money and for re-

lating the activity to the educational establishment.

d. Adoption and Institutionalization of the %-ogram. Some years after the 2rook-

lyn College experimental program wus launched we became aware of the need for

relating this new experiment to the educational establishment to ensure that it

would be accepted by the field of higher education. One step, taken in 1959

mis to develop a close relationship with the rational Lssociation for Accredi-

tation. The then Director of the Association, William Seldon, was briefed

about the program in fts early stages and he participated in a number of the

conferences dealing with special degrees.

This tssociation assisted in gaining acceptance for the idea by dissem-

inating information about the Brooklyn and riclahoma programs to the various

regional accrediting grow and the Director of the rldahoma program presented

the idea at several of the Association meetings. Tn general, the stance of the

Accrediting Association was that the experiment vas an interesting and impor-

tant one and that the programs would not be questioned provided that they had

the acceptance and support of accredited institutions of higher education.

T.n addition to this continuing liason with the Accrediting Association

a similar contact yes developed with the Association for Accreditation of Mili-

tary Experience where Cornelius Turner, the Director,was helpful in giving his

approval and support to it. Similarly the Acting Associate Secretary of the Div-

ision of Higher Education of the 7.S. Pffice of Education was involved, parti-

cipated in meetings and endorsed the program. Th gain further acceptance of
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the concent, an arA.cle reporting on the theory and arOication of the idea of

special degrees nopeared in the American Council on rducation 'ournnl, Liberal

rducation, and the Director of -.he Commission on Academic Affairs of the Amer-

ican Council (and later ita comnittee on Figher Continuin7 '?ducation wns kept

currently informed of all developments in the special degree area.

7o provide some conA.nuing mechanism for communication about special de-

;Tees, the Center, for a brief 2eriod, published nn informal newsletter which

was exclusively concemed with disseminating information about special degree

prof;rams and, uwil its terminaion, CSLEA staff members continued to provide

consultation to additional institutions of higher education about such progrAms.

nuttressing and supportinl the concept of special degrees for adults

WAS the .1rowing interest in the development of college level examinations and

the increasing possibility for securing accreditation through examinations to-

ward a baccalaureate de.;ree for work done outside of thc classroom. tware of

these developments, CSIM worked closely, first wiTh the new 7ork pro,lram for

accredi-ation of proficiency examinations and later, a CFLrA staff member served

on the "tv:ional Council, or the Collee Level Examination 'rogram of the CEEr

Is a further cimulus townrd institutionalization and acceptance of

S')ecial negrees, CSLEA sponsored several m, etitr,s aimed at further evaluation

of the pro7,rams as well as at making some provision for transferability from

one program to another. Althounh no final outcome can yet be reported in this

area, the Council of College Level rxamination 'ro'gram plans to call a meeting

of ell institutions now opera'in7 or plannirr, special delree pro3rams to discuss

evaluation and tranferabiliy from one program to another.

It the time tha- -his report is written the following special degree pro-

Irams are still in operation (all that were launchedl:



-he 7,rooklyn De_;ree "rodram for Adults
The Oueens Colle.;c Associate in Arts ro:ram

The ew York "niversiy Associate in ,-rts 7ro6ram

The rIklahoma rachelor of Liberal studies -rogram
as well as a special rd. proj.am for adults

which has just been arproved by the Iklahoma
faculty' and the Itate of ''klahoma

The -oddard Colle,;e Adult Pejree -ro,rnm
The ohn Llopkins Liberal 7.ducation A ro_.,ram

The "ew School for r;ocial research 1;asters -roram
for Adults

'he Syracuse 'niversi-y Ar. rro.;ram for :dults
'he rTniversity of '''sconsin Articulated Tnstruction

Media 7ro:ram (a creation of .the Srecial De,Iree

apnroach'

rn addition to -he prorems already in operation a number of additional

institutions are nem in the T,rocess of Dlannin,; for variations of the special

deree idea at either 11e AA, or "A level. Amonc,st :hese institutions are

-oston "niversity (recently approved a special TY -rogram); the 'Jniversity of

Tiaine (a special Alr in ^x:ension`; the "niversity of South rlorida (an A7 Pro-

rate.

C. Application of -axonomy to Clher CSLEA Activities

"he foreoin; report described our efforts to develop special deree

pro,.;rams in detail for two reasons first, it was the area in which CSLEA

probably had its greatest impact as well as our most complete and successful

application of 'uba principles: and second, it shows the various techniques

that are available to a quasi-independent or:anization attemptin to effect

chan,e. Tn other cases it should be reco;nized that our proram objectives

were various and -hnt inevi-edy -here were different levels of CSLEA interven-

tion. Tn general our objectives fell into four cate;ories creation of new

or;anizations develonmen of audiences for liberal adult education; develop-

ment of methods: end development of new programs. "he level of CSLEA activ-

ity varied not only in the different cate;ories bu* in various rro,:rams for a
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number of reasons, the most important of which were: decisions regarding prior-

ity; practical or theoretical obstacles (including financing) which appeared in-

surmountable; and, very frankly, the degree of staff or Board interest.

In spite of these differences, I believe it is useful to examine the re-

lationship between the application of Suba's criteria and the achievement of

change. The following description of CSLEL involvement in various programs is

outlined according to the taxonomy already developed in narrative form and a

Ty chart which shows the extent to which thc various elements of the tax-

onomy were included in each activity follows.

1.Center.offiew Ortganizations

a. Negro College Committee on Adult Education

Develonment of the idea. Since World War II Negro Colleges, deeply in-

volved in strengthening their graduate and undergraduate programs, had little

time or interest for adult education. CSLEA became interested in the problem

largely through the efforts of G.W.C. Brown, Nesro adult educator at Norfolk

State College. At a conference of Negro College representatives we decided it

was necessary to form an organization to build support for adult education among

Negro Colleges and to prepare individuals for leadership in program development.

Program. CSLEA served as secretariat for such an organization, The

Negro College Committee which provided the direction and sponsorship of a vig-

orous continuing program of workshops, conferences, research, designs for model

programs, and internships. Our work in this area was made possible by a special

grant from WIE.

Dissemination. 'erhaps it was the involvement of influential Negro educa-

tors that provided our best form of dissemination. Beyond that our direct ef-

forts included three CSLEA publications, regular reporting in our newsletter,

participation in the official association of Negro Colleges, and innumerable

sdeeches and consultations.

Adopion. Once again the fact that influential Negro College educators

were involved at the outset helped gain support for adult education. Official

endorsement was given by the Southern AGsociation of Colleges in the early years.

Formal support came from both Negro and white leaders, and Negro college presi-

dents acknowledged a responsibility for continuing education. The major stum-

bling block has been the lack of adequate financing to employ staff and to under-

write experimental programs. In spite of this frustration, however, interest and

support for the Negro College Committee remained high. As a result of a confer-

ence at Wisconsin (1963), plans were initiated for the development of proposals

VatilVal=41116-'4'''''llidtW"Mil========
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to foundations for establishing anotiwr and continuing committee on continuing ed-

ucation for Negroes to be based in a predominantly Negro Southern College.

b International Congress of University Adult Education

Conception of the idea. This activity emerged from a growing recogni-

tion that American adult educators could not remain as aloof from the interna-

tional educational scene as had been the case prior to 1960. CSLEA provided

leadership for a conference which resulted in the formation of the International

Congress. The shape of the Congress was formed jointly by its members and espec-

ially by the ICUAE Executive Committee.

Program. At the formal level the program has consisted of conferences

and meetings, a newsletter and a journal. In addition, the existence of the Con-

gress has resulted in a significant increase in informal international exchanges,

both by letter and by visits, among adult educators. In addition to CSLEA, which

continued to give strong support, leadership and support have come from a number

of universities here and abroad. Financing comes from membership dues, and it has

been possible to obtain underwriting for special projects from Carnegie, FAE and

UNESCO.

Dissemination. Growth of knowledge about and recognition of the Con-

gress and its activities has been advanced by the CSLEA newsletter and other pub-

lications (other than Congress journals) and by word of mouth at numerous field

visits, consultations and speeches.

Ado2tion. Formal sanction and support for the International Congress

came when it was accepted in Category B status by UNESCO. Informally, the Con-

gress is recognized by other adult education organizations around the world. At

this point its continuation seems fairly well assured, and a second world confer-

ence will be held in Montreal, with UNESCO participation in 1970.

c. Seminar_on Adult Education Research

ConceRtionof the idea. The question of method and quality of adult edu-

cation research has been a matter of deep concern among professional adult educators

for many years. The seminar was largely a Center scheme for bringing professionals

together to work on mutual problems relating to improving the quality of and expan-

ding the scope of research in adult education.

Program. In 1960 we invited a group of professionals to meet with us

at the Leadership Conference where plans for the organization of the seminar were

perfected. Subsequently annual meetings were held to find common remedies to

problems or to report on new research. During the first few years meetings were

held in conjunction with Leadership Conferences with very modest financial assis-

tance for program from CSLEA.

Dissemination. Outside of occasional reports in the CSLEA newsletter

little was cone to publicize the activity largely because it did not seem neces-

sary.

*4.
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Adoption.. The seminar and its activities were supported from the out-

set by AUEC and NUEA. After 1964, the Center withdrew from active participation,

partly due to other demands on staff time and partly because our support was not

needed. The Seminar has continued and is now run in cooperation with the general

education research meetings.

2. Development of Audiences for Liberal Adult Education

a. Labor

Development of theidea. The Center's contribution to American labor ed-

ucation was to push for the introduction of liberal education as part of programs

that were primarily technical in nature.

Proaram. There was no sustained, integrated attempt to intervene in

liberal education for labor comparable to our efforts to develop special degrees.

Generally, we cooperated with universities and in one case with a specific union

whenever and wherever the opportunity arose.

At.Rutgers we pravided consultation and modest financial support (l954-

1962) to assist in the development of a certicate program which included liberal

education.

At_Illupefltate-Universiti, of Michksn, we provided similar, but consul-

tative and financial assistance-rfor a planning conference) to help inaugurate

a long term liberal education program for labor.

At U.C.L.t. CSLEA provided funds and consultation for the planning and
.. ..1 ...W./1M

development of a liberal education for labor curriculum.

At Pennsylvania State we had out most spectacular success. Working with

Emery Bacon, Education Director for the Steelworkers union, we helped add a fourth

year to the union's leadership training program devoted exclusively to liberal ed-

ucation. Members of the CSLEA staff cooperated with the union and Penn State to

develop the curriculum and served on the faculty during the first experiments.

After the first year the program was also offered at several other universities

as well as Penn State. Evaluation was part of the project with a report ultim-

ately pUblished by the steelworkers. Funds to support the project came from the

Steelworkers.

At Indiana University we worked as consultant on another liberal educa-

tion project for Steelworkers. This was an ambitious residential program extend-

ing aver an entire semester. The experiment was partly supported by the Ford

Foundation.

Dissemination, The Center made only minimal efforts to publicize lib-

eral education for labor or to work for the kind of general adoption described

in connection with special degrees. There were stories in the newsletter and two

CSLEA publications -- a report, Reorientiation in Labor Education (1962) and a

description of the impact of the program on steelworkers by M.H. Goldberg who was

a member of the original 7'enn State - Steelworkers faculty (1965).
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Adontion. Such sanction as was achicved was in the form of endorsement
from the trade unions rather than from universities - and CSLEA had little to do

with it. Programs at Rutgers, Wayne State and U.C.L.A. continue. Ironically, the

Steelworkers programs continue but at a much reduced level, perhaps the major rea-
son being that Bacon, who had a strong commitment to liberal education, no longer

directs the union's education program.

b. Secretaries

Propram.. The idea for liberal education for secretaries emerged from

our discussion about 'Operation Micro," which was an attempt to design liberally
educative experiences for individuals whose education and occupation were large-

ly specialized. Officers of the National Secretaries' Association expressed in-
terest in the experiment and we prepared plans for a residential institute. Ma-

jor ideas came from the Center but NSA participated in the planning.

Program. The first experiment took place at Vassar in 1956. Members

of the CSLEA staff provided direction and some of the faculty. Funds for the

experiment came primarily from CSLEA. A CSLEA staff-worker who s'erved as a par-

ticipant-observer was responsible for the evaluation.

Dissemination. For two or three years, the Center eontinued to assist

in the development of programs for secretaries. There was a repeat program dev-
eloped in cooperation with Michigan State and staff members served as consultant
and program participant for both the NSA and universities. An article in the

Vassar Alumnae MgRaline and a CSLEA Report, The Vassar_Institute for Women in
BusinesS-71-0573 represent the extent of our publicity.

Adoption.. Any sanction that may have occurred came from the NSA. Its

officers and especially those who attended the Vassar Institute became strong

supporters. Although we occasionally hear of a projectoliberal education has not
continued to be a significant part of the NSA educational program. Interest ap-

pears to have diminished when the Center withdrew.

Executives

Development of the Idea. The major role in developing the ideas for
liberal education for executives was not played by CSLEA but by A.T.&T. which
commissioned several colleges and universities to offer programs for its middle

management and by the Fund for Adult Education which attempted to expand on the

initial A.T.&T. program.

Proarep. The Center was active, however, as an advocate consultant

and reporter of liberal education for executives. Clark University, University

of Denver, Wabash were the three institutions where we were most active.

Dissemination. The Center's major contribution came in our attempts
to encourage the growth of liberal education. Reports, consultation and speech-

es were directed toward this end. Our largest effort was a conference at Gould

House, with special underwriting by FAE. Here we assembled representatives from

management and universities to discuss common problems and agree upon common ob-

jectives.
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Adootion. Although both universities and business gave formal endorse-

ment to liberal education for executives, the support was tentative and temporary.

After a great flurry of programming in the midi-fifties, the interest and number of

programs has decreased drastically.

d. Teachers

Develmentof the idea. This was another area where our activity dev-

eloped in conne,tion with 'Operation Micro:' The major prozram was developed in

cooperation with Northern Illinois University. The assumption behind the program

was that teachers needed liberally educative experiences to compensate for the in-

creasing specialization needed to master subject matter.

1rogram. Northern Illinois University agreed to offer a liberal educa-

tion seminar to its graduate students who were actually practicing teachers. The

seminar carried credit toward a master's degree. A CSLEA grant underwrote the ex-

oerim-..nt. Center staff joined a faculty committee to undertake a year-long dis-
t

cuscion which led to planning and approval of the course. We planned and conduc-

ted the evaluation.

Dissemination. Although the experiment appeared to be successful, the

Center did-fittie-to piA the idea forward. There was one published CSLEA re-

port, The Human Enterprise (1954) and occasional references in (iur newsletter,

but little more. Same of the staff held that a single semester was not long en-

wagh to do justice to the purposes and there were practical obstacles to allowing

the student to devote more time to non-specialized courses. Beyond this, ques-

tions of priority and staff intcrest help explain our failure to promote the proj-

ect with more energy.

Adoption. The program continues at Northern Illinois and the University

wan able to offer the same course as executive development at Motorola. Otherwise

nere has been no other general adaptation of the program or the idea.

e. Women

Development of the Idea. Although we had a long-time interest in educa-

tion for w . CSLEA's activity in the area was peripheral. Following the pio-

neering efforts of the University of Minnesota, many institutions contributed ideas

for uomen's programs. It was only with the publication of A Turning to Take Next

(1965) that Freda H. Goldman produced an integrated formulation for continuing ed-

ucation of women.

Froc,ram. CSLEA was not active in the program development which was car-

ried on vigorously by many collees and universities often with foundation sup-

port (especially Ford and Carnegie). The closest wc came was the Vassar Institute

for vomen in Business, but our true interest here was education for specialists.

There was no attempt by CSLEA to implement the ideas developed in A Turning Point

to Take Next. CSLEA's primary activity in connection with program was as a con-
_

sultant and this increased significantly after the Goldman monograph.

Dissemiaation. CSLEA's major contribution came in spreading the idea.

In addition to A Turntqa to Take Next, there were active participation in confer-__ .

ences, numerous speeches, and consultations. The CSLEA newsletter carried reports

regula:ly and one feature issue devoted entirely to the continuing education of

women was very much in demand.
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Adoption._ There 1ms been informal acceptance of the idea of special

continuing education for women and topsy-like growth of programs. But there ap-

pears to be no mechanism to coordinate or advance activities - and certainly

CSLEA made no attempt to provide on.:.

f. Alumni

Development of the idea.. CSLZ.',, became interested in continuing educa-

tion for alumni at least early 03 1958. We saw alumni as a homogeneous group

which could provide a sound base for liberal adult education. Joint discussions

to stimulate the idea were held with AUEC and NUEL, the American Alumni Council

and individual universities. In CSLEA publication, New Directions in Continu-

ina_Education for Alumni, commissioned by us, Ernest McMahon described major dev-

elopment and suggertel important issues.

Proajap. CSLEA cooperated ia the development of alumni programs at

three institutions: Washington University (St. Louis), University of Wisconsin

and Oakland University. A: Uashington we helped design the program and provid-

ed financial support. At Wisconsin Lad Cakland we provided consultation and we

helped with the evaluation, which in the case of Wisconsin included financial

support.

Dissemination. In addition to the McMahon monograph, reports were car-

ried in the newsl:tter. T/Ye helped plan ^ conference at Oakland University de-

signed to provide a rationale for continuing education of college graduates. The

papers of the conference were published by us in 1966 (The Oakland Pa2ers: A 1mm

posium on Soc:_al nad Educational Continuity). Ivo were instrumental in

arranging for discussiorls between representatives of the Alumni Council and NUEA.

In 1966 Tom organized rl progmm on continuing alumni education for the annual meet-

ing of the Alumni Council, and the following year a CSLEA staff member served as

consultant to a newly formed committee an continuing education of the American

Council.

Adoatim... CSL7A nctivities have helped to develop closer working rela-

tionships betwecn EUEA and AAC. The formation of a regular committee on contin-

uing edgcntion by the American Alumni Council represents formal sanction of edu-

cation a.; an important alumni activity. These activities can be expected to con-

tinue.

3...proarams to Chary;e Method,

a. Evaluation of Liberal Adult Education

Development of tLe Idea. The idea for evaluating liberal adult educa-

tion came from CSLEA. We impired iy the work which had been done in eval-

uation of other seon -tr.! of education by men like Tyler and Bloom at the Univer-

sity of Chicago. In -i3.opin tic plear for the project we consulted with

scholars at Chicago aa.,1 with our collo.agues in higher adult education.

2rcr,ram. The p-rpoce of ogr project was to define goals of liberal ad-

ult education in behavloral terms so that instruments for measurement could be

developed. The 7roject was made possible by special grants from FAE. Objectives



were defined with the help of adult educators and faculty members concerned with

the liberal education of adults, with over fifty persons participating in five

major conferences (held at Princeton, Syracuse University, Washington University,

New York University, and the University of Chicago).

Dissemination. Our report, Evaluatinil Liberal Adult.Education (1961)

was the major method of informin6 the field about the Evaluation project. :Per-

haps major support for the idea, however, cave from the involvement of large

number of people in the project.

Adoration. The objective setting was planned as the first phase of a

larger program. We wanted to develop and test instruments to measure achievement

of our objectives, but we were unable to obtain financial support. The U.S.O.E.

was interested but at the time it was not able to grant funds to an independent

organization like the Center and we were unable to work out a joint arrangement

with a university. Thus although the publication is still used, no further mech-

anisms or sanction materialized.

Uniform Reportingof Enrollments

Devekapment of the idea. The need for uniform data became especially
_

apparent to the CSLEA staff in conjunction with a research project (Forms and. Jae"

Forces in University. Adult Education). We made a preliminary proposal in a mem-

Oraiiicuri-io the field anci the 1.7clea Was refined in joint discussions with AUEC and

NUEA.

Prooram. A joint AUEC/NUEA committee, chaired by Philip Frandson (UCLA) was

responsible for developing, testing and gaining acceptance of a standardized sys-

tem for reporting enrollment data. Underwriting came from CSLEA. Procedures were

checked at each step with AUEC/NUEA institutions and with the Association of Univ-

ersity Registrars, providing a form of constant evaluation of classifications and

systems for reporting.

Dissemination. The continuing involvement of AUEC/NUEh institutions and. ../
others responsible for the collection of enrollment data provided the best method

of evaluation. The project also received consistent endorsement at annual Leader-

ship Conferences.

Adoption.. At this point the system for reporting data is endorsed by

AUEC/NUEA institutions, Registrars and appropriate government agencies and mech-

anisms exist to insure its continuation. An annual report on evening college and

extension participation is published by the committee. (The only annual figures

which appear any adult education activity on a nation-wide basis).

b....Teaching_Style.E1 for Adult Education

Develo2ment_of the.idea. Concern for teaching adults existed among

CSLEA staff almost from the beginning. The early series of faculty seminars and

publications such as qspeciall..y. for Adults (1957), Psycholoaical Needs of Adults,

(1955) and On Teaching Adults: An Anthology (1960) reflect this continuing inter-
._ . - .. .m v.... ft

est. Early in its history the Center rejected the notion of group discussion as

THE method for adult education and this led us to an exploration of teaching



W.:71es. The assumption behind the idea that there may b2 many styles and that

either an effective one for any individual may be related to his personality, or

that the content and objectives of the pro,-,ram may dictate the most appropriate

style. Although there was sone L;eneral discussion of the idea with the field,

essentially it was developed internally.

''roaralm. The first phases of the study consisted of open-ended inter-

views to develop cate3ories of significant teacher behavior. The second phase

applied the findings to observations of actual teacher behavior in adult class-

rooms and attempted to make connections between teaching style and students'

learning. The program was financed by CSLEA. flthough there was same informal

consultation with thc field and with other scholars, essentially, the project

stayed within CSLEA.

Diskemination. Two publications came out of the research. Explora-

tions in Teaching Sildes (1961) reported on the first phase and Teachinr, Styles
.

_.

and Learninc- (1963) covered the second phase. There were no serious attempts to

apply the research.

Adoptions. There is no evidence that the findings have been used or

in any way adopted, at least by practitioners.

c. Counseling 7s2acia1lx for Adults

Development of_the _idea. ".Torking with colleges and universities where

counseling was more or less equated with academic guidance for youngsters, CSLEA

had a long-standing interest in the development of an approach to counselinc- that

was esnecially for adults. By and lar,er our ideas were r:eneral rather than

)ointed toward a specific program. There were many informal discussions with

colleaues in the field but no formal meetings were ever called to share in the

development of any approach to counseling for adults.

Program. Our activities during most of our history, as suggested above,

tended to be informal and sporadic. In the early sixties, a member of the CSLEA

staff be:An workin; closely with the MEC committee on guidance and counseling

and with the Imerican Guidance and Personnel :ssociations serving as participant

and panelist at annual meetins. Our major opportunity to develop the idea of

counselin3 for adults came in 1965 when we joined the New :n3land Board of HiL,,her

Education to plan and sponsor a national workshop devoted to the development and

refinement of basic principles of counseling adults. The meeting was financed by

a grant to MHZ from the Carnegie Corporation.

Dissemination. A preliminary mimeographed report of the conference wrs

distributelitiffE in 1966. A fornal report by Virginia Sanders, who represen-

ted NEBHE at the workshop, is anticipated. CSLEA made no further efforts to push

the ideas developed at the conference.

Ado2tion. nbviously it is not possible to expect much formal sanction

on the basis of a single workshop. Po mechanism was established to continue the

work and none is likely, particularly since the Center is terminating and Senders

is no longer associated with ITEBIM.
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4 I'ducational Pror,rans_ _
a. The Laboratory Coller,e for Adults

Develonment of the idea. The basic idea for the Lab College was the

product of one member of the staff, Harry L. Miller. It was his notion that the

city could serve as a laboratory in which the every day experiences of urban life

could be used to teach concepts of arts and sciences. The problem was to teach

adults how to learn to learn from urban experience. A written proposal was dis-

cussed first by the staff and ult.I.Jately by the Center Board and other colleagues

in the field.

Program. University College

conducting an experimental program and

ect was financed by CSLEA and a manber

ver to provide evaluation.

at Northwestern expressed an interest in

a joint project was undertaken. The proj-

of our staff served as participant obser-

Disseminaqon. ;1thoush there were a number of problems connected with

the first year, the idea still appears to have merit. It was not continued, how-

ever, and there ware no publications, conferences or other follow-ups.

Adoption. In view of the failures to continue beyond the first experi-
.........

mental year, (by either CSLEA or Northwestern), there were no chances for achiev-

ing sanction or for developin3 mechanisms for continuation.

b Continuinc, Arts Education

Development pf_the idea. The CSLEA interest in arts education has been

to discover and promote university programs for adults which are more than crafts

on the one hand and more than variations on traditional undergraduate appreciation

courses on the other. Ideas were developed in close cooperation with the field

(and especially the MEL Arts and Humanities Committee) and with consultation

with practicirkg arts.

Proeram. Durin; most of its history, CSLEI activities consisted large-

ly of exploration (to discover effective programs) and promotion. Activities

included collecting informat:Ion through survey and actual field studies, a major

conference at Brighton Canyon in 1958 and close association with the Arts and Hu-

manities Committee of NUEL".. MEL Planned and financed the Brighton Canyon meet-

ing and our funds enabled the Arts and Humanities Committee to hold numberous

special meetinL,s. Later the staff worked closely with the University of Viscon-

sin, helping to olan as well as participating in a series of conferences on the

arts. These c:mferences were financed in part by the Johnson Foundation.

Our experience in this area cultimated in our own proposal for Educe-

cation of Audiences in the Arts. The proposal was developed and refined after

consultation with both practicing artists and university art educators. It was

submitted to several foundations and received a favorable response, but none

were willing to undertake financing an experiment of this masnitude (in the

neighborhood of $1,000,000). During 1957-60, however, we did receive funds from

Title One of the Higher Education Pct which enabled us to experiment with one

small aspect of the total project. Evaluation was undertaken by the project

staff and participants and the results are included in the report to the Title

One Agency.
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Dissemination. As already sw;gested a najor purpose of our confer-

ences and our woik witl; the Arts and Humanities Committee was to provide infor-

mation and encouragement for an experimental stance toward education in the

arts. Further, we published two moncrjraphs, University. Adult Education in the

Arts, and The Arts in Higher Adult Education (19.66).- In -andttier publishing a--

16ft we hape6-Undeilaiftes-M-86C1e.tY;11 quarterly
published by the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, and a membel- of-Our-Siaff wiote a regular column on continu-

ing arts education. No particular efforts were made to report on or promote our

own experimental project.

Adoltion. Durik; the early years wc had hoped that the NUM Arts and

Humanities Committee would provide the mechanism for continued programming growth

and for building supPort fram the establishment. As we withdrew Center staff

and financial support, however, the activities of the Committee diminished sig-

nificantly and it seems doubtful that it will undertake any major activities at

this tine.

c. Urban.Continuing Education

Development of_the. idea. As in the case of the arts, CSLEA activities

tended to concentrate on exploration and promotion. Throug,hout our work was done

in close collaboration with university adult educators concerned with urban edu-

cation and in consultation with urbanologists.

'rogram. After very tentative and occasional excursions into the areal

CSLC: made a serious committment in 1961 by employing a staff member, Kenneth Hay-

good, with major interest and expertise in urban education. Under his leader-

ship: we undertook study and observation; helded plan and carry out a National

Conference on Urban Life held in /ashington, D.C.; served as consultant in the

development of many university urban education projects. -Then the Ford Founda-

tion made its massive grants fcr experimentation with urban extension, we car-

ried on some infornal evaluation (at the request of the 3rantees, not the Foun-

dation). After 1965, the Center played an active role in helping universities

plan for community education and service under Title One of the Higher Iducation

Act
In 1965-66, there was one attewt to shift from our role of exigorer

and promoter when we developed our own proposal for metropolitan continuing ed-

ucation. Plans to vount the experiment in conperation with Boston University did

not materialize largely because of inability to locate financial support.

Dissemination. Major methods for promoting urban education were through

active participation in the numerous meetings already mentioned. Beyond this

there were publications - reular reports in the CSLEA newsletter and a CSLEA

monograph, The University and Community Education (1962).

t.doption. uhile there is no qucstion that urban education has the en-

dorsement of important public and private aT.iencies, CSLEA can not claim the credit.

However, CSLEA has influenced the development of mechanisms within university ad-

ult education which ,Lelp make for a more integrated educational approach to the

problems of urbanism.

I ,
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d. 3ack-:rounds for :Ault Education
Ta" 411.baremwo.........1110M.01

Develolment of the idlea. The idea for a series of conferences aimed at
. _ _

lrofessional grauth of university adult educators develoled from informal discus-
sions betveen Syracuse University and CSL2A. The result vas zir,1 annual series of
back;rounds conferences. A) other individuals or institutions vere consulted.

-rcy;ran. Prck!rame vere planned jointly by Syracuse and CSIZA. Syra-
cuse has handled the administration. Particinants ?aid their awn roam and board,
but so far nrogram costs have been underwritten out of funds available from an FAE
r;rant to Syracuse University. Annually, scholars have been invited to ?re?are ?a-
ners directed toward an area selected for consideration. !_t the conferences, uni-
versity adult educators drau im:lications for continuing education. 7he pro3rams
have received stron:, su2port, but formal attem?ts at evaluation have not been at-
tempted.

Dissemination. CST,": had ?ublished the major ?apers of each conference
in a series of :Totes and :ssays as follows:

Back-xounds of Adult Education (1963
SociolculE21_Back;rounds oZ ;dult 2ducation (1964)

siniTtiOn-ErEackgrouriTE of _Ault 7Sucation: Me Dynamics
of Chan:ft iii-Ehel'O'dea-bniversit1966)

?oliticarBaY:rotinds a 'dult Zducation: The University in
Urban Sociatz (1937)

Anthropoid:Ica Back-rounds of :dult Education (19C;C)..
:Aor)tion. :lthou:h there is nr mechanism or sanction for the Back-

grounds conferences outside of r.yracuse, there is ,!eneral support for the series
in the field and it ,:an Le expected that the series will continue a3 lons as some
form or financin3 can be maintained.

d. Overviau of Tm?act

In terms of the taxonomy these data, which I have ?resented in narra-
tive form may also be stated more ?recisely (althow;h without the detail) in the
form of the chart which is appended to this re?ort.

4. aesume of Impact

L review of the chart indicates that all of the four components were ?res-

ent, at least to some extent, in eleven of the twenty programs or activities listed.

These programs were: Special Der?.ree; Liberal 7ducation for recretaries; Liberal 2d-

ucation for Teachers; the Dack-rounds conferences; Liberal 2ducation for Steelwork-

ers; Alumni Education; "ayne State Labor Education; the Pegro Co1lee roject; the

International Con,;ress; Uniform ''.eportin-:; and the Seminar for :eult Education "le-

search.



Of the eleven ?rogrars and activities, eioht of them (Special Der-ree,

the Back3round Conferences, Alumni ?rograms, Ve;ro College activities, the Inter-

national activities, the Wayne rate Labor "rosram, the Uniform :eporting and the

'Asearch Seminar) are still in operation in one form or another.

Three programs are no loncer in oreration, despite the fact that all of

the four components were resent. In ny judgment they have 3one out of existence

primarily because of a lack of follow-up by Center staff. This is clearly the

case with the liberal education programs for teachers at Porthern Illinois Univ-

ersity where continuin3 contact between CSIAA and the University dwindled in 1953,

and with the liberal education program for secretaries, where active CSLEA involve-

ment came to an end in 1950. In both cases the situation was complicated. For-

thern Illinois administrative support at the University diminished as a result of

key personnel chark,es and the interest of the peo2le in extension dwindled as a

result of chances in their staff.

;.s fax as the Secretaries' program was concerned a combination of circum-

stances resulted in CSLEZ pulling out of active participation in the program. To

some extent CSL7A staff members involved in the nro;ram felt that after the ini-

tial program had been demonstrated at Vassar and after we cooperated closely the

following year with the Secretaries in arranging and planning a nrogram at the

Gull Lake Center operated by ilchican State University it was appiopriate for the

secretaries to assume responsibility. This feelinc was shared by some of the key

leaders of the Hational Secretaries :,ssociation. As a result CSLMt. became less

active after two years.

T7ith the United Steelworkers, the resignation of :Illery Bacon, who had been

a major participant and supporter of the ?rogram, resulted in a diminishing inter-

est in the program within the union. Here again, however, the new Director might



have become more involved in supporting the continuation of the program had we

been actively concerned with its continuation rather than in movinc into new and

different areas of activity.

In six procrams or activities (Special De3ree, Steelworkers, Vegro College,

Uniform aeporting, 7.esearch Seminars and.International L.ctivities) all of the twelve

ingredients contained in the four components of the taxonomy (insofar as they were

applicable) were present. CI these six programs or activities, all but the Steel-

workers program were sufficiently institutionalized so that they are ,till in op-

eration and will continue regardless of the termination of CSLE:.

Based on this analysis it would appear that when the four components of

the taxonomy are present (and especially when all twelve ingreeients are: there

is an excellent chance that a program or activity will actually become a part of

the field or of the institution in which it has been introduced and will continue

beyond the life of the sponsoring or consulting organization. In the case of the

Special Decree programs, the Tle.,;ro College activity, and the International activ-

ities it was to a great oxtent the continuin; interest and activity of the ,enter^

staff during the experimental period which kept these activities alive and made

it possibla for them .N) dovelo.,) a life of their awn. Insofar as the tlayne 7tate

Labor Prosram, Uniform nuportin3, and eac research seminars, all of these had

been well institutionalized and adopted before-thu termination of the Cunter and

were operatik; totally inde?endent of CSLV. well before 1953.

Turnins to the tun prrams uheru fewer than four cowonents in the taxon-

omy were present, we find that five of the activities are still in operation in

one form or another (the aut3ers Labor 2rocram, the Indiana Labor I.7rooram, arts

programs for adults, women's continuing Aucation and urban and community educa-

tion'. In four of these prosrams eau major activity of the Centu: uns to Trovidu



som. consultation or to play an active part in the dissemination of the idea or

concept. In almost none of these prograns, how,mer, did CSLEL play a major part

in the initial development of the ci.ncept or idea or in initiating the experimen-

tal program. Opinions might well differ as to the impact which the Center hAd on

these programs. Certainly we were involved to some ...!xtent in all of them, but

Center staff did not play the same role in shaping the nature or direction of ac-

tivities in Continuing 2ducation fcr omln, in Urban and Community education, in

the Rutgers Labor Pro'gram, or in th .. arts pro;rams as it did in the Special Degree

or International area. In the Continuing Education of Mmen, the publication by

Freda Goldman (A Turning To:Take Next), and her active participation in scores of

meetings has undoubtedly had some impact on the kinds of programs being planned

and considered.

In the arts area, the continuirv; publications of the Center, (the parti-

cipation in the associational meetings and support for Arts Committees in NUEA)

and our dwn proposals for education of audiences for the arts' had some influence

on developments in the arts education.

Similarly, the continuing concern about urban and community education by

CSLEA, the participation of Kenneth Haygood in various conferences and meetings,

the consultation and our publications has furthered the idea and emphasized the

responsibility of universities for community and urban education.

In the Rutgers labor program the activity of the Center was not primar-

ily in terms of developing an idea or concept but rather it was one of providing

respectable outside interest, (and modest funds) for an idea which needed more

exposure and some support if it was to develo: and become institutionalized in

an effective manner.

In the Indiana program for Steelworkers, CSLEA wns not directly involved

in developing or conceptualizing the initial idea. This had already been done
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by members of the educational staff at the United Steelworkers Union in coopera-

tion with Indiana University. Neverthele-7 the Center was involved tc some ex-

tent in recommending chan:es and amendments in the program as well as in the oth-

er three components. Center staff was hichly involved in cooperatik; in the op-

eration and concurrent evaluation of the experimental prozram; it did not dissem-

inate the idea to the field but did provide material to the Sceelworkers union

for use in disseminatins the concept and the results to other Districts of the In-

ternational; and it worked closely with the University and the union in helping

to adopt and institutionalize the idea.

In other words in the above five activities although the Center was prob-

ably not the prime-mover or the initiator of thc idea or activity, it did provide

various kinds of support, visibility, amsultation and legitimncy for these activ-

ities and thus played at least some part in their continuation or in their dis-

samination to the field.

The role which the Center played with respect to the five activities dis-

cussed above suggests that there is a need wit only for an organization which

dreams up new ideas itself but also for one which is ready and able to identify

interesting ideas and break-throughs which emerge in the field and to provide

counsel and assistance in helping that idea to crow both within the initiating

institution or organization as well as in the field as a whole.

Turning to four other prograna or projects in which CSLEL had a major in-

terest (the Laboratory College, Counseling,the Evaluation Project, the Teaching

Style projeW tin) find that these did not come to fruition primarily because the

Center did not follow through after the initial idea development and the early

experimental stage. In terms of the chart there were less than four components

) present.
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In the case of the Laboratery College, we gain.: up after the first experi-

mental program at Northwestern not because we were convinced that the idea was un-

sound but rather because of the problems and difficulties involved in launching

it, combined with the shifting iuterest and priorities in CSLE(. Insofar as the

Laboratory College is concerned we enve birth to a sound idea for continuing edu-

cation but obandoned it too soon in the face of minor obstacles.

On the counseling project, I believe we must assume major responsibility

for abandoning an important and potentially c.:fective program direction. We

played an important part in the initial conceptualization of thc idea, for the

Chatham Conference, in helping to secure foundation support and in operating a

conference which stimulated considerable interest in further experimentation.

Despite all Chat we had going for the idea, we failed to follow up on the next

steps and appear to have abandoned an important idea just when its tine had

come.

In the 7valuation Project we were active and energetic in developing the

concept, in involving a large number of people in the field process of setting

objectives and thinking about evaluation. Tie did a good job of communicating

the concept and the method through a variety of meetings and conferences. The

CSLEA publication on evaluation remains significant work in the field. But here

again, we were not able to carry tftrow;h to the final stages, much less institu-

tionalization and adeptien. The major obstacle here wns our inability to secure

adequate funds. Although it might have been possible to secure support after

CSLEA had moved to Boston University, by then the size of the Center staff had

been reduced, the prime-movers on the project had dispersed and members of the

ranaining staff were involved in a variety of other projects and activities..

) Thus the possibility of reviving the project was not even seriously considered.
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As fnr ns thc Tenching Style Project is concerned the problem of its

continuation and of making a major impact on the fi.ld wns nnt so much in terms

of lack of follow-up as it was that the initial purpose of the project (attempts

to identify appropriate teaching styles and to experiment with thcir use) be-

came altered to the point where thc major intercat in the project became one of

pure research in teaching styles. The outcome -)1 this shift in emphasis was a

sound and scientific study and a respectable research report on teaching styles

in continuing education but, because of the shift in direction, the outcome was

a research report rather than ?articular changes in teaching styles for contin-

uing education.

Turning to liberal education for executives, CSLEA operated at all times

in a rather peripheral manner. The major sponsor of the idea was the Fund for

Adult Education or A.T..1T. rather than CSLEA. To some extent the Center and FLE

appeared to be wrking at cross purposes. In the Fund's opinion the Center was

too much concerned with evaluation and ton little concerned with promoting lib-

eral education for executives. The Gould House Conference sponsored by the Can-

ter in 1958 cculd have been effective in helping to stimulate n penetrating in-

quiry into the objectiTes of these programs and in arriving at n more realistic

application of liberal education for executives development. An unpubliched re-

port on the conference contained cone excellent commentaries, raised come impor-

tant and significant questions and made suggestions for further study and devel-

opment. For various reasons, including the differences between the FAE and the

CSLZA about the nature of the report, it wan never published. It seems to me

the differences could have been ironed out. 7lerhaps one reason it did not hap-

pen was because in the face of many competing intere ts, it did not seem worth

the effort. As a result the op7ortunity to play rcle in liberal education for

executives fell by the wayside.
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So far in this Chapter I have focussed entirely on twenty &fineable pro-

gram areas or activities which have either been spawned by CSLEL or in which it

was involved in a najor way. It would be unfortunate to create the impression

that they represent the coplete story of the Center. Field work is a notable

example of another important aspect of our work. Field visits to over a hundred

institutions varied enormously from merely providin3 -,;eneral institutional sup-

port described in the preceding chapter to w,./rking with institutional staff over

fairly extended periods on the development of specific program ideas and activi-

ties. (k complete report - as of 1953 - of the nature and impact of CSLEL on

various institutions is available in the form of the Impact Studies which were

prepared in 1960 and up-dated in 1963 in connection with proposals for support

from the Fund for Ldult Education in 1961 and from Carnegie in 1963.)

Some idea of the varied nature of these activities is also provided in

the March 1967 Newsletter which includes an overview of Center activities, as

well as in IThipple's History. No attempt is made in this final report to cover

all such activities and outcomes of field visits and consultations but a few will

be summarized here so that this aspect of Center activity may be acknowledged.

The following includes sone (but certainly not all) operations and pro-

grams which resulted from Center field visits and consultations:

University of "Tashinfiton - development of Community Liberal education

Seminars (liuited financial support) still in operation.

Syracuse Universiq - Tn addition to Special Degree and Backgrounds Con-

ferences, also faculty-seminars (limited finan:ial suprort) still in op-

eration.

Western Reserve Universitx - General consultation on various liberal edu-
.

cation seminars many of which are still in operation.

'-ueens College, Chatlotte, u.q. - .3onsu1tation on development of ncw con-

tinuint; liberal education ?rogram for women - still in oNration

University of California at Los AnaeLls - Consultation on Liberal Education

program for Union Cfficers (limited financial support ) still in operation.
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Roosevelt University - In adlition t- initial discussions about Special
Dre

. _

prrams, consultation on Continuim; Ilucaticn programs for Tqcomen -
still in operation.

Oakland University, 'loch-ester, Mich. - Clnsultation on alumni and counscl-
in - still in operation.

University of Wisconsin - Consultations on multi-media, special degree,
Alumni programs, Arts in S,-,ciety - (limited financial support) - still
in operation.

Cleveland State Univers,ity - Consultation on plans for expanded extension
program resultin3 in adoption of nroposal, securin of local funds for
planning and transfer of Haygood to CSU. - still in operation.

University of South Florida - Consultation over five year period on devel-
opment of various liberal education programs as well as on development of
S?ecial Degree pro,,:rams. - still in operation.

University of British Columbia - Continuing consultation over ten year
period resulting in varirlas experimental community arts, liberal education
discussion and other prorams - many still in o2eration.

Nofstra College - C:-nsultation with ex-visitin?; staff member, Hy Lichten-
.

stein on various counselin and liberal education programs - still in op-
eration.

New York University - In adeition to consultation on special Associate
in Arts program, continuint,-; consultation on other experimental liberal
education programs.

University of !Tyoming - Consultation and assistance on experimental liber-
al ediication programs operated thrnwh Lgricultural Extension.

University of Chicauo - :valuation of Fine Arts Program and active parti-
cipation during initial years in Summer Workshop for Administrators -
still in operation.

Michiaan State University_ - Consultation on various liberal education pro-
grams includin; active participation in early years (assistance in program-
ming and evaluation) in winter seminars for leaders in adult education -
still in operation.

University of Omaha - Helped to sponsor initial conference on use of Tele-
Lecture in continuin-, education and publicized the method widely in the
field.

Institute of University Studies - counseled on development of program, as-
sisted in formulatin- and operating evaluation of initial program - still
in operation.
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Ne.tmp - CAlsulted with, co-sponscrer2., 1-)rovided financial as-

sistance to and publishe.1 c=mentary on exc.rimental seminars in liberal edu-

cation for adults.

New Rngland Center of Continuinc. Education - Consulted durirk: early :lays of

development. Co-spr2nsored Conference on Coml-farative Study of 1%dult 7,1ucation

(Exter) and Mew England Conference for Exte.nsion Directors.

L' number of additional exan7les of the Center's impact on individual insti-

tutions with respect to s3ecific pr-;rams coull be citeJ but the above 1,rovides a

general idea of the manner in which Center field wurk ancl consultation has stimu-

lated important instructional activity.



IV. IN RETROSPECT

Assuming that the major function and role of CSLEA was as a change agent

in the field of higher adult education, how successful have we been and wbat have

we learned from over fifteen years' experience that might be of some guidance to

another agency or organization which tries to influence prograns and directions in

a specific area of education' Based on one or two fairly complete successes, a

number of areas where we had sone lasting influence and still more where we made a

nice splash but had no continuing impact, I believe it is possible, in retrospect,

to make some generalizations about the ingredients rcquired to bring about changes

in the educational establishment and its activities.

First however, let me attempt a very brief assessment of whether CSLEA has

made a difference and if so, in what ways.

A. Did CSLEA make a difference?

Discounting personal involvement and resultaLt wish-thinking it does ap-

pear that during its life the Center did make some difference and bring about sone

changes in the field of higher adult education. The extent to which these ihanges

are significant and important - and will continue to influence the field of higher

adult education afters its demise - can only be evaluated in the years to come: At

the present, however, it does seem that CSLEA has had some impact on the thinking,

attitudes and action in the field of higher education in the following ways:

1. ts far as people - and their attitudes and actions are concerned -

we believe that there are now significantly more people in the postions of power

and influence in the field of higher continuing education who are interested in

and willing to plan and experiment with prograns of continuing liberal education

than in 1952. Exactly how many people have changed their attitudes toward contin-

1
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uing liberal education and how deep and enduring these changes will be - in the

absence of a continuing gadfly in the field remains to be seen. I do believes,

however, that the ex-staff members now active in the field will conjmue to plan,

experiment with and develop important programs of continuing liberal education.

I also think that a sizeable portion of those individuals who worked actively with

the Center in operating experimental and demonstration programs and as visiting

staff members will continue to be experimental and innovative and that their con-

cern for the liberal education of adults will not diminish with the termination

of the Center. It also seems that a sizeable portion of individuals - Deans and

Directors - who took part in various conferences, seminars and meetings sponsored

or operated by the Center have been influenced to some extent and will be more

open to and acceptant of programming in liberal education of adults in the fut-

ure. Viewing the various kinds of CSLEA activities I believe that the involve-

ment of Deans and Directors in the Liberal Education Seminars was significant and

important in changing attitudes and in influencing several score of these leaders

to experiment with and to develop liberal education programs in their awn insti-

tutions. Having involved individuals and institut!lvs in this awareness of the

importance of and satisfaction in liberal education programs on a personal basis,

their continuing involvement in the annual Leadership Conferences, buttressed by

the on-going flow of publications has helped to remind them of the possible sat-

isfactions, gratifications and pay-offs in the liberal education of adults. The

combination of the Liberal Education Seminars, the Leadership Conferences, the

field visits to hundreds of institutions, the exposure to ideas and programs at

the Center, the availability of CSL7A staff and funds to nourish attempts at lib-

eral education combined with the development of a literature of liberal adult ed-

ucation did havc a discernible impact, I believe, on scores of the leaders and op-

erators in the field.
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2. As far as the institutions of higher education are concerned - we feel

that we have had a discernible influence rp.i,1 this class of institutins nn-1 have

helcd to crcnte n climate mon: ccce7,tnnt of chan';::.s in continuin. liberal

The large number of field visits which ordinarily included visits with

the top administration of thc institutions effectively supported and buttressed

the interests and desires of the continuing education operators who wanted to ex-

pand and experiment with their activities in the field of liberal education of

adults. The docuventation of these ideas through thc growing number of CSLEA

publications and official Center involvement with the leading organizations and

associations in the field also contributed to a growing acceptance of the con-

cept of the liberal education of adults on the part of key administrators in the

field. Whether additional or more focussed and concentrated activity in the area

of developing such support for continuing liberal education could have been help-

ful and whether we actually did as much As might be desired is a moot question

but certainly various aspects of our activities were important in supporting and

providing some outside credibility and sanction for what the Deans and Directors

wanted to do with respect to the liberal education of adults. In this connection

the very existance of the Center and its consistent support for the liberal edu-

cation of adults certainly provided the kind of intangible support to the Deans

and Directors which aided and abetted them in their awn desires for program dev-

elopment.

3. As far as experimental and innovative programs in continuing liberal

education - evidence suggests that CSLEA activity has paid off in terms of more

and more imaginative programs in a sizeable number of institutions.

Important as was CSLEA activity with respect to institutional and indiv-

idual acceptance of the broad idea of liberal education of adults, in the final
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analysis it is the actual program innovations and developments which indicate the

extent to which the Center has been successful in achieving its initial and perva-

ding objective. A review and analysis of university extension and evening college

catalogues and a comparison of the offerings and programs in 1950 with 1968 indi-

cates that scores of institutions have increased enormously the number and expanded

and diversified the nature of their offerings in the liberal education of adults.

Haw much of this is a direct and attributable result of the work of the Center and

haw much night have developed in the absence of CSLEA is, of course, difficult to

determine. In scores of cases, however, it is possible to Lite some kind of Cen-

ter involvement (either through field visits, small grants, experimental programs,

conferences, or the personal involvement of th, Dean or Director in CSLEA activi-

ties and programs) in situations and institutions where there has been a distinct

and discernible increase in liberal education programmine and activity. Also, as

reported on a summary basis in the preceding chapter, CSLEA has had some recorded

impact on a variety of specific impact fronts thus evidencing a direct impact on

the kinds of programs developed in a humber of specific institutions.

4. Uith respect to the literature of adult education - CSLEA has had a dis-

tinct and discernable impact on the field.

In this area it is fairly easy to record the factthat prior to the emer-

gence of CSLEA there was almost no body of literature and few individual writings

which concerned themselves with the liberal education of adults. Although a very

few articles did appear in the journals in the field there was no continuing liter-

ature and few important pamphlets or publications which focussed primarily and con-

tinuingly on liberal adult education. Reference to either the Index of the CSLEA

Newsletter or to the list of Center publications suggest the wide variety of pub-

lications - both practical and philosophical - which now serve as the basic body
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.Df literature in the field of continuing liberal education. The extent t

one or a series of publicatiens have resulted in new program developme

panded emphasis on the liberal education of adults is difficult to d

certainly the development of this body of literature has made the

uing liberal education a respectable and visible aspect of hig

tunately, thanks to the interest of Syracuse University and

asity of the Ford Foundation both the CSLEA publications

be carried on by Syracuse University after the termina

Fall of 1968.

o which

nts or ex-

ocument but

field of contin-

er education. For-

the continuing 3ener-

and the Newsletter will

ion of the Center in the

5. As far as mechanisms, committees, organizations and publications commit

ted to and concerned with continuing liberal education, CSLEA leaves behind it a

number which will carry on the drive for pro

even after its termination.

A number of off-shoots of CSLEA

and are likely to have long-lasting

adult education. Examples of such

fessional and liberal adult education,

activity during its existence will continue

and positive influence on the field of higher

committee activities or organizations are: The

AUEC - NUEA Committee on Minimum Data which provides the only regular reporting of

activities in adult education in the U.S.; The National Seminar on Adult Education

Research - which provides

significant development

for annual exchanges of information and reports about

s in adult education research; The American Council on Edu-

cation Committee on Ldult Education - which focuses the attention of the most po-

tent and prestigeful University Association on directions and developments in con-

tinuing educati

bring togeth

ternationa

nationa

all

on; The Annual Syracuse - CSLEA -Backgrounds Conferences" which

r scholars from relevant disciplines with key adult educators; the In-

1 Congress of University Adult Education - which serves as the only inter-

1 organization active in bringing together university adult educators from

parts of the world and which carries on a continuing publication program aimed
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at international adult educators; The Negro College Committee on Adult Education -

which is now liquidating but in the process will provide for the establishment of

a Southern-based continuing committee which will carry on the work of stimulating

Negro Colleges to expand and enlarge their continuing education activities; Thc

Clearinghouse which serves to circulate information, publications, research and

information about University adult education, started by CSLEA and transferred to

Syracuse University in 1964. The CSLEA publications and Newsletter which will also

be transferred to Syracuse University in the Fall of 1968; and various special

continuing education programs which will continue to be offered by institutions

of higher education such as the Special Degree programs and the liberal educa-

tion programs for union members, long after the demise of the Center.

Despite the fact that the Center is being terminated and that the impor-

tant gadfly role which it played for some seventeen years will no longer contin-

ue, the above brief summary suggests that the influence, leadership and stimula-

tion of the Center will carry on after its termination with respect to: key lead-

ers in the field; a number of leading institutions; experimental programs; a con-

tinuing literature of liberal adult education; and in terms of a variety of contin-

uing committees and mechanisms which will support various concepts and aspects of

the Center even after it terminates.

B. The Essential_Ingredients for a Chanaemkent.
o. .4. maw. m-im

Based on this overview of my impressions of the lasting impact of the Cen-

ter and the foregoing report on its activities it seems possible to suggest what

are the necessary ingredients for an organization which is trying to influence and

change the educational establishment.

I. It must onerate as a quasi-independent organization.

This means that the organization must have independent financing (i.e., not
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financially dependent on the institutions it is trying to influence for basic

support but at the same time having some organic or organizational relationship

to the associations or official bodies which represent the particular area of

education it is trying to influence.).

During most of its active life, CSLEA had representation from both AUEC

and NUEt on its Board of Directors and it worked closely with other associations

in the field. It also had staff representatives serving on various committees in

the associations and thus had ready access to the leaders and the key associations

in the field with which it was concerned. At the same time it was not dependent

on the associations or the individual institutions for support and had ample funds

available from FAE to carry on its work and even to provide some assistance to

particular institutions which were willing to work along experimental lines of

interest to CSLEA.

2. /t must have sufficient s!ed momx toinvest in emerimenta/_and demon7

s t ration. prgrams.

The quasi-independent nature and stance of the organization is not enough

unless it is also able to either give or secure special funds to provide some fi-

nancing and support for experimental and demonstration programs which it works out

with institutions in the field.

During the period of major impact (1956-62) CSLEA had official representa-

tion from both AUEC and NUEA on its Board, it made a large number of small grants

to institutions to carry on a variety of experimental programs in which it was in-

terested, it was active in the meetings and committees of the two major associa-

tions in the field. During the initial period, the impoverished budget either

prevented CSLEA from taking ?rograms of central concern to it to the field on an
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experimental basis, or it forced it to carry on programs already accepted by the

- and in many cases programs which could be financed by cooperating insti-

tutions.

The areas in which CSLEA was most effective in influencing change and in

stimulating the devcLopment of programs, organizations or activities which will

continue after CSLEA terminates were thos.: in which the Center was able to invest

some seed money (eitiwr from its own budget or from cooperating foundations) for

experimental or demonstration programs. For example, this was the casc in the

areas of special degrees, international activities, research and joint reporting,

liberal education for specialists, etc. During its final period, although the

Cent.r continued to spawn a number of interesting and important ideas, it did not

have funds available to invest in experimcntal and demonstration programs, and thus,

in a number of cases, timely and important ideas did not get off the ground (i.e.

counseling, special liberal education programs for women, urban continuing educa-

tion, etc.).

3. It must nrovide for active field involvement in the develoment and test:

jn of exner1ment8l2Iparams and projects.

Here again it was primarily durinj the second stage of its life that the

Center was most active and successful in achieving a high involvement of the field

in planning as well as demonstrating experimental programs. During the first per-

iod the Center was more interested both in selling and promoting specific approaches

as well as finding out more about the field. During the final period it did not

have the funds to involve the field nor to support their experimental activity in

programs of primary interest or concern to the Center. Even during tie second per-

iod, there is a noticeable difference in the continuing impact of CSLEA on programs

)which provided for hi01 field involvement (in Taanning as well as in execution)

as compared to those spawned by CSLEA without institutional participation or in-
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volvement despite the fact that funds were available for experimentation.

For example, the special degree program, the liberal education programs at

Northern Illinois and the secretaries, the prorams carried on with the steelwork-

ers, the committees developed with the field in the areas of joint reporting and

research, the Negro Collec project and the activities in the interantional area

were all developed with a hi3h degree of field involvement and the experimental

progra s or devcloping activities were either carried out with ample field parti-

cipatiol or by the field itself. By comparism, the Laboratory College and several

other projecta which were probably at least as exciting and challenrjng as some of

these adopted by the field did not provide for or build in active field participa-

tion in either the development of the idea or during its experimental star3es.

Durity; the second period, field involvement -- both in carrying on exper-

imental programs and also in dreaming up ideas and projects -- was emphasized and

increased in most activities as a result of: the very active field work program

carried on by the staff, the continual presence of visiting staff members at the

Center, special conferences and planning sessions, and the high rate of field vis-

itors at the Center office.

4. It must concentrate its activities and energies on a reasonable number

of areas and focus its attention on a limited number of -,rojects.

The experience of the Center makes it somewhat difficult to substantiate

this hypothesis since there was practically no time during its existence when it

agreed to focus on just a few actvities and ,)rograms or to husband its staff and

financial resources for just a few ,)rojects.. Nevertheless, during its early days

a very conscious effort was made through staff, Board and field discussions to ar-

rive at some focus and some definable and possibly limited areas of concentration.
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During its second period, through the planned annual staff seminars there was a

conscious effort to define areas of emphasis and target activities and the Board

was highly involved in reviewing and discussinc; program activities and priorities.

There was certainly some effort during this second period to at least define a num-

ber of areas of concentration. DurinF, the final period -. because of the need for

garnering additional income and support, the focus was more diversified and diffuse

as a result of moving into areas and activities for which support could be secured

rather than focussing only on areas of 1)rimary concern and interest to the Center.

In other words, during the first perio.-7 there was a distinct effort -- in coopera-

tion with the Board .nd field -- to define and demarcate areas or emphasis and pri-

ority. During the second period there was high involvement of both a changing

staff, and active Board and the field in general in helping to shape direction and

emphasis (and there was sufficient basic and supplementary support to make possible

experimentation in a number of areas). During the final period, however, the staff

was forced to move into a number of areas and activities -- some of them only per-

ipheral to the major purpose and goal of CSLEA -- and thus it lost its major impact,

thrust and influence on the field and minimized its impact in terms of its major

areas or concern and its core objectives.

By comparison with the lost years of the Center, one might look at the work

and influence of the National Committee on Honors Programs which focussed all of

its energies on the development and experimentation with programs of independent

study in colleges and universities leading tcward a baccalaureate degree. Because

of this pinpointed focus and concentration, this committee achieved major results

in the development of ,prototype and the expansion of additicnal honors programs in

colleges and universities. Although it may not have been possible (or even disir-

able) for CSLEA to focus all of its activities in only one direction, it is likely
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iftvact if it had limited its goals and energy

multi-faceted and diversified -)lan of action and

suonortin,,, services to bring about.jc.haTic..

The areas and pro,:ram

a great variety of activitic

area it secured active invo

tal programs; it secured

it sponsored a number of

mental programs and to

published a number of

ity both in CSLEA pu

devoted a consider

developing intere

ty of the Center

6 It m

mcnt fram the

s in which the Center had its greatest impact involved

s and ap7roaches. IF,Jr example, in the special degree

lvement of the field in developing. plans and experimen-

special seed money grants to support experimental programs;

special meetings and conferences to interpret the experi-

interest and involve other institutions in the concept; it

reports, theoretical articles and evaluations about the activ-

blications and also in other accepted journals in the field; it

ble amount of CSLEA field work time to discussing the idea and

st in it in a number of institutions; and the concern and activi-

in the special degree area continued over a long period of time.

ust secure formal and official sanction as well as active involve-

official organizations and associations in the field.

CSLEA was fortunate from the outset in having the AUEC as an official and

participat

and later

cial rel

the ke

of th

a

ing organization -- with formal representation on the Center Board --

in developing a similar relationship with NUEA. By dint of this offi-

ationship and sanction, the Center had built in access to and support from

y organizations in the field and through the formal representation of mtmbers

ese associations on it Board, it permitted these organizations to participate

ts policy making and development. This relationship provided the Center with

semi-official hunting license, thus providing it with ready access to the member f.

nstitutions of the associations. Attempts to enlarge this semi-formal relation-

.1'1.0%..r:W.
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ship with other associations such as thc Lrk2rican fssocintion cf Collees and some

of the regional associations of hi:her education -- which might have expanded and

facilitated thc Center's arca of influence in the field -- were attempted but did

not come to fruition.

Athough this formel kind of relationship with the AUEC and PUEA continued

through the final period of CSLEA activity, the lack of core funds resulted in

less active participation by the associations in the planning, involvement, and

1-rogram activity of the Center and in less frequent and sustained participation

by Center staff in the annual conferences and committee meetings of the key asso-

ciations. In addition to the continuing associatior and official relationship to

the two key associations in the field of higher adult education, the Center was

successful in a number of programs (again the special degree as an example) in in-

volving official organizations such ar the U;S:-Office of Education, the National

Accrediting Association, the Department of Defesne and the tmerican Council on Ed-

ucation either in publicising the program, in cooperating in meetings and confer-

ences about the program, or in providing it with official sanction and support.

Going beyond the higher adult education associatiods and specific programs,

the Center did for a number of years and indl.flerent ways work closely with the

American Council of Education and with the individuals who were the officers as

well as the staff of the Committee on University Adult Education. This working

relationship with the AAC permitted the Center to have some limited access to the

Presidents and top university officials through the AAC, but it did not provide

the official kind of sanction or entrees to the Presidents which CSLEA enjoyed

throughout its life with the Deans and Directors. Interestingly enough, reviewing

the institutions where CSLEA was most active and where it had a real impact and a

lasting influence, in almost all cases the President cr another top administrative
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official was intimately involved in the program and Center staff worked closely

with these top officials.

7.. It must continually.jAay. a_leadershk? role and assume a Position of

ar.ent nrovacateur in the field.

Unless the organization which is attempting to influence and bring about

chamje plays a continuing rolu as a develo;)er and stimulator of new ideas, un-

less it pushes for new :)roc;rams and experiments and unless it is active in areas

which constitute cutting edz,es and new directions in tho field, it will end up

more as a rervice agency than a change agent. Given the other ingredients out-

lined aboVe, it is still possible for an agency to abdicate its leadership and

agent orovocateur role for one of service and accommodation unless it continually

sees itself and is able to o;crate in that role. During the first two periods of

its activity, the Center, building on the other esrential ingredients, did indeed

fulfull this aPent -3rovocateur role -- and it was able to do so because it had

the money, the official relationships and sanctions, the involvement of the lead-

ers in the fiel6 and a shifting and changing staff. During its final years --

;rimarily because it had to depend on financial support from the field to make its

existence possible -- much of the leadership role and many of its innovative and

highly experimental activities were sacrificed and subordinated to those activi-

ties which could bring in some extra income or basic support for the Center (and

these were primarily service or basic study activities rather than highly origin-

al or creative projects).

At this point t is difficult to determine whether, in the ligbt of this

conceptualization of the essential ingredients for an effective and potent change

agent, the Center should have gone out of existence in 1962 when its budget was

drastically curtailed and its creative influence and gadfly role was resultantly

_/ diminished. It is possible to argue that between 1962 n a 1968 the Center was,
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on the one hand able to bring to fruiticn a number of projects thc-n under way and

on the other, to provide important and significant services in the more pedestrirn

consultant role but, whether it really became a different kind of animal and a

different kind of organization as it lost some of the essential ingredients out-

lined above, it is difficult to evaluate entirely objectively at this time. It

is hoped, however, that the above analysis may be helpful in thinking about the

nature and financing of future change agents in the field.of education.

Finallvt_and -)ossibly most imaortantlit is essential that it_adata

firm and clear-cut stance regardin- -oals and -mocedures and that such stance be

mirrored in its activities and methods.

It is true that CSLEA, over the years consciously reviewed its core objec-

tive and adhered to it. At the same time the tension between the concept of the

Center as a ."Think-Tankt or a modified Center for the Advanced Study of Liberal Ed-

ucation for Adults on the one hand or as a conscious and active change-agent on the

other was a continuing one and one which was never completely resolved (as is tes-

tified in Uhipple's history and various staff documents and papers). There were

differences among :ae staff as to whether the Center should be primarily responsi-

ble for following up on a sound and tested idea to the point where the idea was

broadly disseminated and effectively adopted and institutionalized or whether the

most important task for the Center was to dream up and talk about new ideas re-

gardless of what happened after the idea was developed.

In a similar vein there was some continuing disagreement about the extent

to willich new ideas and concepts should be developed primarily by the staff or by

them in active cooperation with the field. In Hudson's consultant report he em-

phasized the problem which grew out of concentration on ideas and conce-,-ts devel-

) oped by a small group, apart from thc field, and recommenced that, in the future,
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there should be greatly increased field involvement in developing ideas and in

testing them as veil as in translating them to the field.

As already pointed out both in this document and in Whipple's history,

these tensions ?robably can be tolerated and may even be desirable in a large,

well-financed operation where there is am,Ile tine, personnel and money for both

kinds of approaches. But in a smaller operation with limited funds it is probably

essential that there be total agreement on whether the operation should emphasize

one direction or the other. I believe it is demonstrable that in the later years,

as the tension became more acute, as the Center became less directly oriented to

its change agent role, and as we did less to involve the field actively in plan-

ning and exlIerimentation, it also became less ::.ffective and less of a factor in

bringing about the desired chances in the field.
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Chart Summary of CSLEA Impact

Development of Orfmnization to Sunnort Hir,her Adult Education

VecYro

Interna-
tional
Con rest.,

Semin(1::

ac-
search

Develo-ment of concent or idea

Idertification of need

Program stated in writin7,

Reviewed by field

Development of Esleriment or

Prototype

Special Institutions

Special funds available

Concurrent evaluation

Dissemination to field

NIblications

Meetings, Conferences

N?

Consultation with others

Additional fun4s available

Adoption and Institutionalizatipn

PA
.11,91111.

NP.

Sanction from the establishment

Mechanism for continuation

Still Operating

Key: Y. - some activity
- considerable activity

ZZ - little or no activity
Note 1. - Mechanism currently being developed which if successful will provide fo:: cc%-

tinuing operation.
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APPLICATION OF TAXONONY TO CSLEA PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

Development of Audiences for Higher Adult Education: Labor

steel- '

workers

X

wayne
State

Z

Indiana

Z

I nutRers

Z

Develonment or concent or idea

Identification of need

Program stated in writing X Z Z Z

Reviewed by field

4

X X X Z

Development of.Exzeriment or

Prototype

Special Institutions X X X Z

Snecial funds availabla X X X X

Concurrent evaluation X Z Y X

Dissemination to field

X X Z XPublications

Meetings, Conferences X Z Z X

Consultation with others X Z

Additional funds available X Z
#

Z Z

Adoption and InstitutionalizationV

X X X Z

.., a .- . .. . .a...... . a . ab . .......a. =....,.. .Na..0. ...x.w...... .

Sanction from establishment

Mechanism for continuation X

II.

X

Still Operating ? X

Key: X - some activity

Y - considerable activity

7 - little or no activity
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APPLICATION OF TAXONOMY TO CSLEA PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

Develo-ment of Audiences of Hi,her Aault Education: Others

. a ._ - : .- z Alumni

D e ve 1 9.2m e n t of concept _or _idea

Identification of need X X X

Program stated in writing

Reviewed by field

Develoonent.of Experiment or_
Prototyne

X X X
Special Institutions

Special funds available X
,

Concurrent evaluation

Dissemination to field

Publications

Meetings, Conferences Z

Consultation with Others

Additional funds available

Adoation and Institutionalization

Sanction from the establishment

Mechanism for continuation Z 7,

Still Operating Z ?

Key: X - some activity

Y - considerable activity

Z - little or no activity.
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Develo,ment of Audiences of Hi-her Adult Education:

,)age 4

/ES

there

Pomen

f7
eh

Executives

Z

1
Arts

X

V

*

4

4

Develo2ment. of_ concetn_or idea

Identification of need

73rogram stated in writik; X 2

neviewed by field Z 17. X

Develonment of Experiment_or

prototype

7 Z X e
Special Institutions

Special funds available
.7
es X X

Concurrent evaluation 2 x v

Dissemination to_field_

Y X Y
Publications

Meetings, Conferences Y X Y

Consultation with others X Z Z

Additional funds available Z Z Z
.

Advtion and Institutionalization

Sanction from the establish- Z Z

-

- Z

ment

Mechanism for Continuation Z Z Z
,

SAll 0,eratin3 Z Z Z
,

Key: X - some activity

Y - considerable activity

Z - little or no activity
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APPLICATIOil OF TAXONOLY TO CSLEis moGnms AIM ACTIVITIES

Develoment of_Proraus for HiAer :_dult Education

Backgrounds

Special Laboratory for Adult Urban

De'rees Coller,e Education Education

Development of concept or idea

Identification of need

Program stated in mritinj

Reviewed by field

Develament of Erperiment or

Prototype

Special Institutions

Special funds available

Concurrent evaluation

Dissemination to Field41 a.. 111. 1101. lima. Am- vs .4 e 40

7ublications

Meetings, Conferences

Consultation with Others

Additional funds available

Adontion and Institutionalization

X X

DTA

Sanction from the establishment

Mechanism for continuation

Still 02erating

Key: X - some activity

Y - considerable activity

Z - little or no activity



APPLICATIOP OF TAXONONY TO CSLEA PROGILUIS APD ACTIVITIES

Develonment of flethods for Hi-her Adult Education

page 6

Education
Uniform
Renortin,'

Teaching
Style

Coun-
-- 47

Development of concent or idea

Identification of need
X v

Lt.

Procram stated in writing, x X X X

Reviewed by field Y Y Z .

Development of Experiment or
15.-f6fotyPe

Special Institutions
Z UA

Special funds available
v
4.

Concurrent evaluation X X

11
Dissemination to field

Publications X X
_

.

Nbetin3s, conferences i
x .

Consultation with others X X

Additional funds available Z Z

Adontion and Institutionalization

Z
v
4.

Sanction from the establishment

Vbchanism for continuation
Z X

Still o?eratin
Z X

Key: X - some activity

Y - considerable activity

Z - little or no activity
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